
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Chair is, well, not dead… 
Long Live the Chair(s)! 
by Editor, October 17, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/the-chair-is-well-not-dead/) 
 

   Those of you who attended the last HG meeting (or read the minutes) will know  
   that three of our old (should I say former?) executive (Chair, Vice-Chair, and   
   Secretary) have been retired. On behalf of the entire membership, I would like  
   to extend an effusive thank you to all three. Leslie Walsh, our outgoing Chair  
   (I’ll attest to that) proved so capable and energetic over the last six years that  
   she has been replaced by two Co-Chairs, Nancy Wheatley (whose bio follows  
   below) and Liz Omeniuk (who’s promises to send her bio shortly). They will likely  
   make the Vice-Chair position, formerly so ably filled by the uber-energetic Gail  
   Shimonek, redundant. A glutton for punishment, Leslie has agreed to act as  
   Secretary until someone steps up to replace our 17-year (yes, 17!) stalwart,  
   Mary Hayes. Everyone will be most pleased to hear that Karen Wall will remain  
   as Chair of the Social Committee. 
 

Nancy Wheatley, in her own words
Many of you know me from one of my 
various roles over the 16 plus years since 
my first position as a math and science 
instructor/coordinator in Trades and 
Technology: Chair of Civil Engineering 
Technology, employee representative on 
the Board of Governors, Chair of College 
Council, student in the CMU Masters 
program, or five years as Dean of 
Construction and Engineering Tech. 

I retired in 2017 at the youthful age of 
sixty-six to enter the next exciting phase 
of life! Well, the last five years have 
been full of activity and milestones 

despite the disruption and change that COVID has brought to our lives. 

Since my retirement, our family has celebrated the marriages of two 
more sons, welcomed five new grandchildren – one girl and four boys, 
two of them COVID babies. Added to our sweet Alice (now six-and-
three-quarters-years-old), the six are evenly distributed amongst our 
three boys and their wives! We see them often as they all live within 
10 minutes of us (a blessing during COVID). 

We enjoyed several post-retirement, pre-COVID trips. Some were 
driving: to Florida, the Grand Canyon, Las Vegas and the Black Hills. 
Others were cruises: one from Tampa to Mexico, Los Angeles and San 

Francisco; a couple of transatlantic cruises that 
included stops in England, Ireland, Scotland, France, 
the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Italy, 
Monaco, Greece, Montenegro and Croatia, and one to 
New York to celebrate our 45th anniversary. Our last 
two cruises have been closer to home, in the 
Caribbean. 

We have now resumed our driving trips with one to 
visit family in southern Ontario last fall, and one to 
Florida this spring to see a niece and take a little cruise. 

Sadly, I lost a brother since retiring, and my mother-in -
law just last summer. Although I love to travel, family is 
most important, and we try to schedule our trips to 
take that into account. 

Also, since retiring I have become involved with 
Volunteer Manitoba as a board member, with the 
Forever Young Club (I love to dance), and now with the 
Heritage Group, as Co-Chair. 

I look forward to seeing you all at our gatherings and 
social events. 

Nancy

https://rrc-hg.ca/the-chair-is-well-not-dead/
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New aka on the block 
By Editor, May 12, 2022 • (rrc-hg.ca/new-aka-on-the-block/) 

 
Michael Joyal, aka the new Laura, came 
to RRC Polytech from Royal Manitoba 
Theatre Centre, where he worked in their 
fundraising department for 15 years. He 
started as their Fundraising Coordinator 
and eventually took on the role of 
Development Database Manager. During 
that time, he developed a belief in 
stewardship and the ways it could help 
staff, subscribers and donors achieve 
their best experience. 

Michael was born in Happy Valley, Newfoundland, but has lived in 
Fort McMurray, Halifax, and Edmonton before coming to Winnipeg 
with his spouse, Suzanne, and assorted pets. 

When not at RRC Polytech, Michael is an accomplished 
artist  who has had shows across Canada and in the 
United States. He graduated from the Nova Scotia 
College of Art & Design with a BFA in Fine Art. He has 
illustrated three books of poetry for local publisher At 
Bay Press. His second, Stars, was recognized by the CBC 
as one of the top 12 poetry books of 2018. His third 
book, Trees, will be released this Fall. 

 Michael will happily show you photos of his cat Lily, 
guinea pig Cosette or his 25-year-old turtle Quincey. 

If you have any questions, recipes or just need to talk, 
please contact Michael at mjoyal826@rrc.ca or 
204.632.3031. 

Puerto Vallarta: Destination of Contrasts 
by Gail Shimonek, May 19, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/puerto-vallarta-destination-of-contrasts/)  

December 1st, 2021, I boarded WestJet,  
leaving Manitoba behind in a flurry of  
snow, sleet and ice for the next four  
months.  This was probably my twentieth  
trip to PV, but never have I prepared to  
stay anywhere for four months, much  
less Puerto Vallarta.  The thought that I  
would be seeing very little of the  
Manitoba winter season and a lot of  
sunshine, ocean, beaches, mountains and  
rivers was both sustaining and exhilarating.   
I couldn’t believe I was going to actually  
live out of two average size suitcases for  
the next four months.  

Pearl of the Mexican Pacific 

Puerto Vallarta is known as the pearl of  
the Mexican Pacific as it radiates with a  
rare intensity.  Not only does it have the  
ocean and all that accompanies ocean life,  
but it also has the lush green jungles of  
the rolling foothills of the Sierra Madres.   
Puerto Vallarta is spread along the Bay of  
Banderas – one of the largest, deepest  
bays in the world.  The town itself is nestled in a valley with rich 
farmlands, tropical fruit orchards and Blue Agave fields.   There is the 
lively Malecon (seafront walkway) that runs along the shoreline and 
there is the endless entertainment on the Malecon – sand 
sculptures, living statues, rock sculptures, art displays, clowns and 
magicians.  You name it, it’s on the Malecon.  The Malecon becomes 
alive at night as people gather to watch the spectacular sunset and 
later enjoy the food and product vendors, the markets and the live 
entertainment.   

Home away from home 

 

I lived a half block off the Malecon in this wonderful 
seaside town of approximately 350,000 people.  My 
neighbourhood was known as Old Town or Zona 
Romantica (as it’s called), a lively area of Puerto 
Vallarta right off of the Malecon.  Old Town has 
managed to retain its rustic charm despite the 
encroachment of the quickly growing modern city with 
the more contemporary changes (posh nightclubs and 
discos, upscale designer boutiques, casinos, large 
shopping malls, Costco, Walmart, movie theatres etc.). 

Old Town is home to the many visitors, like myself, who 
want to stay in the heart of the town and within 
walking distance of the many amazing restaurants, bars 
and nightclubs with the live bands and, of course, the 
beach.  

https://rrc-hg.ca/new-aka-on-the-block/
https://atbaypress.com/creators/detail/michael-joyal
https://rrc-hg.ca/playing-with-a-new-band/
https://royalmtc.ca/home.aspx
https://royalmtc.ca/home.aspx
https://nscad.ca/
https://nscad.ca/
https://atbaypress.com/
https://atbaypress.com/
https://atbaypress.com/books/detail/stars
https://www.cbc.ca/books/the-best-canadian-poetry-of-2018-1.4945337
https://atbaypress.com/books/detail/trees
https://rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_20200617_184205.jpg
https://rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_20200825_120126.jpg
https://rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_1558.jpg
mailto:mjoyal826@rrc.ca
https://rrc-hg.ca/puerto-vallarta-destination-of-contrasts/
https://www.mexpro.com/blog/mexicos-sierra-madre/
https://www.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/banderas-bay
https://www.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/banderas-bay
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/puerto-vallarta-malecon
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/romantic_zone
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/romantic_zone
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_3616.jpg?ssl=1
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Somebody said rescue? 

 
There are numerous beaches  
along the Bay of Banderas  
but the Playa los Muertos  
(Beach of the Dead) is the  
hands-down favourite. It is a  
long enough beach to spread  
out but still has all of the  
amenities you could want,  
including beach clubs,  
restaurants and bars  
(almost always with live music).   

Puerto Vallarta isn’t however just about bars and restaurants. It has 
become an excellent shopping ground for handicrafts, fine arts, 
clothing, and even home furnishings.  There is the Municipal Crafts 
Market by the Rio Cuale bridge and very Saturday there is the large 
pop up farmer’s market in the Old Town Square.  There are 
categories of art available for purchase or simply your viewing 
pleasure.  Artistic examples include; Mexican glass art, Huichol art, 
jewelry, leather, metalwork, paintings, Cartonería (or papier-
mâché), tile and ceramics, wood carvings and masks, wool weavings, 
and it goes on and on.   

No sitting on ones hands 
Adventures, such as water sports,  
parasailing, snorkelling, scuba  
diving and biking etc., abound in  
and around Puerto Vallarta. There  
are also adventures through  
companies such as Vallarta  
Adventures (inspired by nature)  
that are dedicated to providing  
the ultimate adventures  
ensuring you enjoy all that nature has to offer and yet, at the same 
time, preserving  local wildlife and vegetation.  There are signature 
dolphin and sea lion adventure connections, cultural adventures 
exploring communities like San Sebastian (UNESCO World Heritage 
Site), adrenaline adventures including 4X4 all terrain safaris, unique 
speed boat thrills known as Thrillers, zip lining, high wire side steps, 
jungle canopy tours and moderate to extreme hiking.  

There’s entertainment venues 
which include the many 
theatres in Puerto Vallarta 
such as The Palm, Incanto, 
PVAct11 and night time 
entertainment including adult 
bars such as Pour Favor, Club 
Roxy, Winston’s, Salty Caesars 
etc.  Other entertainment 
events are available such as 
Rhythms of the Night, a must  

see outdoor dinner and Cirque-du-Soleil-like discover show, set on 
the picturesque isolated Las Caletas beach.  

My days were typically spent walking (pretty much 20,000 steps 
daily), beaching, hiking the many trails (both urban and rural), 
following the many talented local bands. 

Giving back 
But I would so be remiss, if I didn’t  
add volunteering to my daily  
activities.  The local food bank  
serves over 800 meals a day and  
my job this past winter was to  
raise money for the food bank.  
Next year, I plan to work directly  
at the food bank – serving and  
clean up.  The animal rescue shel- 
ter is alive and well and always  
needs support for their many  
fundraising activities.  There are  
numerous fund raising events for the support of inner 
city educational opportunities, including dance and 
music, for children and youth and many charitable 
organizations exist, such as Children of the Dump, 
dedicated to providing a better more sustainable life 
for the local families.    

The contrasts include: abject poverty amongst many of 
the locals with the emphasis on children and youth; 
corrupt local governments (particularly on a municipal 
level) and, in some instances, corrupt local law 
enforcement.  There is also the unseen and, in some 
cases, the seen Mexican Cartel and, of course, an aging 
and inept city infrastructure.  Despite the mentioned 
contrasts, Puerto Vallarta is as safe, if not safer, than 
any of the large North American cities, unless, of 
course, you choose to look for at risk situations or 
participate in at risk illegal activities.  The Mexican 
people want and respect us Gringos and will do all they 
can to make our stay as pleasurable and safe as is 
possible in a community their size.  

Six of one, half-a-dozen of the other  
I am planning on living in this 
 wonderful city of contrasts  
for six months out of the year  
for the future years ahead of  
me – pending of course on my  
health.  However, even then,  
Puerto Vallarta has up to date  
modern medical hospitals,  
clinics and emergency facilities.   
Within two weeks of my stay,  
I had the very situation where  
I needed to take advantage of  
one of their medical hospitals  
due to an emergency health situation and I received 
excellent timely care based on my medical background 
and my ability to pay for this care.  I was also contacted 
by a specialist, an amazing medical practitioner, who 
will continue to be my specialist during my future stays.  

Hopefully, you have enjoyed my attempt at introducing 
my most favourite place to stay, play, relax or work as a 
volunteer.  Feel free to contact me if you have any 
questions about Puerto Vallarta.  I do make an 
excellent tour guide as I so love this wonderfully unique 
town.  

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_4006.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_3685.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/FullSizeRender.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/image-2.png?ssl=1
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/los-muertos-beach
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/shopping#pvmx-mercado-municipal-rio-cuale
https://www.puertovallarta.net/what_to_do/shopping#pvmx-mercado-municipal-rio-cuale
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cartoner%C3%ADa
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_3620.jpg?ssl=1
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Travel to Mexico: Food 
by Will Miller, May 26, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/food-in-mexico/) 

This is my second of several articles highlighting  
travel to Mexico. The first was Travel to Mexico. 

Once you have arrived in  
Mexico, whether after a  
5-day driving trip or a  
5-hour flight, you will  
want to know what you  
should (and perhaps,  
should not) eat. When  
thinking of food in  
Mexico, generally the  
first thing that people  
think of is tacos! While  
tacos are certainly one of the most common foods in Mexico, 
they are equivalent to us eating sandwiches —important, but 
hardly memorable! 

In this article, I hope to provide an appreciation of the culinary 
delights that await the adventurous visitor to Mexico. First 
though, I must tell you that Joan and I have only sampled a 
small variety of the many foods that are available. So, I am no 
expert! There are different cuisines that reflect the various 
regions of Mexico, just as there are different specialties of 
foods in any country. These foods highlight the various 
influences of the country – Spanish, French, German, and 
Indigenous – and the variety of ingredients that are locally 
available. 

Lead us not into affliction 
Before I begin though, let me 
 dispel the most-common myth  
about eating in Mexico – namely  
the likelihood that eating results in  
Montezuma’s Revenge! Not that  
long ago, the possibility of getting  
an intestinal affliction in Mexico was not only possible but 
almost a given. In the more than two decades that Joan and I 
have been visiting Mexico, I have had one instance (she has 
had none) where the food caused a major G.I. problem. This 
occurred in 1999 after eating a hamburger at Señor  Frog’s 
(the Mexican equivalent of a MacDonald’s restaurant). 

Since then, we have become increasingly more 
adventuresome, eating at the same places as the locals. Many 
years ago, the Mexican government recognized that the 
country had a poor reputation among tourists and made a 
concerted effort to improve the safety of food preparation and 
handling. Food handlers were educated on the importance of 
food safety and were trained to ensure that correct food-
handling methods were followed. One of the most important 
safety concerns that was addressed was drinking water and by 
extension, ice. Bottled water in Mexico is inexpensive and 
readily available. The sources of water include purification by 
reverse osmosis, distillation, and sourcing from mineral 
springs. Ice that is served at restaurants and sold in grocery 
stores must be made from purified water. The easiest way to 
recognize that the ice in your margarita is safe is if it is 
cylindrical, with a noticeable hole in the core – something that 

indicates that the ice was commercially-made. It is against the 
law to serve ice that is not commercially-made. 

The greatest thing since… 

Tortillas are to Mexicans what bread is to  
Canadians and Americans. Almost every  
meal is served with, or on tortillas. As  
mentioned previously, tacos are an  
important part of most Mexicans daily  
routine. Unlike the tacos that we find at  
Taco Bell or typical “Mexican” restaurants  
in Canada, tacos in Mexico are served on  
soft corn tortillas made from Masa Harina,  
which has been combined with water and  
salt, flattened to a diameter of about six 
inches and heated on a grill. Taco toppings  
will have some sort of meat or seafood,  
which is lightly spiced with onions and cilantro, which will then 
be served with sides of radishes, chopped habanero, roasted 
jalapeño, and a selection of sauces (salsa) from mild to fiery. 
The meat selection ranges through the usual pork, beef, 
tongue, chorizo, chicken, shrimp, crab and lobster, but may 
also include other toppings. Tacos Pastor (one of my personal 
favourites) is made with spiced pork that is roasted like  

Shawarma and then cut off 
the rotisserie with a very 
sharp knife and served with a 
bit of pineapple on tortillas. 
Another common style is 
Tacos de Cabeza (which 
literally translates into tacos 
of the head), and is made 
from meat taken from a 
cow’s (or pig’s) head that has 
been slowly roasted.  Joan 
enjoys tacos de cabeza, but 
I’m a little less 
adventuresome, since the 
meat may include brain and 
eye —hmmm, I think not! 

While tacos are also served in 
restaurants, the most 
common place to find tacos is 
at ubiquitous street vendors. 
Although most “gringos” are 
reluctant to eat food that is 
cooked at a street vendor in 

open air, Joan and I have eaten from numerous fine 
“establishments” without any problem. Indeed, many of the 
homemade taco toppings have flavours that are unique to the 
“chef”. One of the outdoor “restaurants” in Bucerias provides 
deliciously tender beef roasted over a charcoal grill that uses a 
wheel rim as the base and unsurprisingly, the restaurant is 
referred to by tourists as “The Rim”. 

Tacos Pastor 

 

 
 A street vendor of traditional 
tacos in the historic center of 

Lagos de Moreno, in the 
western state of Jalisco, home 

some of the most famous 
elements of the Mexican 

culture world: the traditional 
Tequila and the Charros. 

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Senor-Frogs.jpg?ssl=1
https://rrc-hg.ca/food-in-mexico/
https://rrc-hg.ca/mexicovid/
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/Montezuma%27s%20revenge
https://www.tasteofhome.com/article/what-is-masa-harina/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Tacos-pastor.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Street-vendor.jpg?ssl=1
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When in Rome… 
For anyone who is squeamish about eating al fresco, Mexican 
sit-down restaurants provide similar fare, though generally at a 
higher price. As anywhere, restaurants run the gamut from 
“little holes in the wall” to gourmet establishments where the 
prices rival those that are found in similar places in Canada or 
anywhere else. Some of the best food that we’ve had was 
served in small establishments that cater primarily to 
Mexicans. Since it is impossible to write about all of the 
wonderful foods that one is likely to encounter in a Mexican 
restaurant, I will give a sample of what we have found to be 
uniquely flavourful and representative of what one can expect. 

Chilaquiles is a very common 
Mexican dish, which is generally  
eaten as a breakfast dish when 
diners have a bit more time on 
their hands. Although each 
restaurant has its own style, chilaquiles starts with a base of 
crunchy, fried tortillas (totopos) covered in either a red tomato 
sauce (salsa rojo) or a green tomatillo sauce (salsa verde). To 
this, are added avocado slices and onion slices, all topped with 
a creamy Mexican cheese. The meal will generally be served 
with an order of eggs and of course, refried beans. Absolutely 
delicious!! Many places near the west coast of Mexico will 
complement the breakfast with coffee made with a hint of 
cinnamon (café con canela). 

Molcajetes are an evening meal 
served in a bowl made from lava 
stone. The bowl itself is called a 
molcajete and is heated in an oven 
until it is very hot. At this point it is 
filled with meat (chicken, beef, 
pork, shrimp, etc), broth, onions, 
roasted jalapeño, and other 

vegetables such as nopales (cactus), and jicama (a crunchy 
root, similar to turnip, that has very little flavour on its own). 
This is generally served with a side order of corn tortillas and 
washed down with a Mexican cerveza. Mexico is famous for 
Corona, Sol, and Pacifico beers. However, they also have many 
other varieties that range from rot gut to artisanal, light to very 
dark (negro). 

Mole (pronounced mo-lay) is a word that  
comes from the Indigenous Nahuatl  
language that means sauce, but is used to  
describe dishes that involve cooking meat  
(generally chicken, beef, or pork) in a rich dark sauce made 
from raw cocoa. (It has absolutely no similarity to chocolate 
other than colour!) Mole tends to be very flavourful and many

 people really enjoy the flavour. I must admit, it’s not 
something that I will order as my first choice. Once again, the 
meal will come served with corn tortillas and is complemented 
with a fine beer. 

Pozole (pronounced po-ZO-lay) is a  
delicious soup made from chicken  
stock with hominy corn and generally  
comes with large pieces of chicken.  
Depending on the cook, the soup will  
be served with side dishes of fresh  
vegetables, including radishes, lettuce  
or cabbage, onion, and avocado, all of  
which are added to taste by the diner. No Mexican cook would 
serve this soup without also having key lime wedges to 
squeeze into the soup. 

Other Mexican dishes that are well-worth sampling include 
enchiladas, empanadas (fried pockets of dough filled with 
meat and vegetables), grilled whole fish, chilis relleno (stuffed 
peppers), pollo asado (grilled chicken), and a wide variety of 
seafood that includes fish, crab, octopus, and lobster.  

Nota a pie de página (footnote) 
At the beginning of this article, I mentioned that I would 
describe the food that a visitor should sample on any stay in 
Mexico. However, not all foods are enjoyed equally by all 
people. I have eaten some Mexican dishes that I will NEVER try 
again. The one that immediately comes to  
mind is elote (pronounced eh-LO-tay),  
which is nothing other than Mexican corn  
on the cob – sounds good, doesn’t it?  
While elote looks delicious, when cooked  
up I have found it inedible! It is tough,  
starchy, and generally tasteless. Mexicans enjoy this “delicacy” 
sprinkled with hot sauce, salt and lime. Frankly, I don’t think 
that anything can redeem the flavour. 

The beauty of visiting Mexico is that fruits and vegetables are 
grown in abundance throughout the country and tend to be 
priced much lower than similar produce in Canada. (For 
example, one key lime costs the equivalent of about 5 cents! A 
pineapple grown in the Banderas valley will cost about 20 
pesos or about $1.40 each.) While most tourists visiting 
Mexico are understandably cautious given Mexico’s dubious 
culinary past, it has been my experience that the local food is 
not just delicious but safe. 

Buen provecho! 

 

27″ iMacs Available for Auction 
Did you know that there is an RRC Polytech auction website? Go to Govdeals.ca 

Bid on an ever-changing list of surplus items and 
materials ranging from excess furniture and 
supplies, to iMacs and more! Hint: there may 
or may not be some rather shiny 27″ iMacs 
up for grabs at the moment, along with a 
lovely, never-been-opened patio heater!  

Click here to see a listing of current auction items.  

Don’t forget to set up your account early to bid on your 
favourites before the closing date on each auction. Pick up is 
safe, easy and conveniently located at NDC.  

Good luck, everyone!

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/chilaquiles.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/molcajete.jpg?ssl=1
https://www.expatsinmexico.com/buen-provecho-means-more-than-enjoy-your-meal/
https://www.govdeals.ca/index.cfm?fa=Main.AdvSearchResultsNew&searchPg=Classic&inv_num=&category=00&kWord=&kWordSelect=2&sortBy=ad&agency=16536&state=&country=&locID=&timing=bySimple&locationType=state&timeType=&timingWithin=1
https://www.govdeals.ca/index.cfm?fa=Main.AdvSearchResultsNew&searchPg=Classic&inv_num=&category=00&kWord=&kWordSelect=2&sortBy=ad&agency=16536&state=&country=&locID=&timing=bySimple&locationType=state&timeType=&timingWithin=1
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Confessions of a cruise ship dance host 
by Dale Watts, June 2, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/confessions-of-a-cruise-ship-dance-host/) 

Some of you might have seen and remember the 1997 
romantic comedy Out to Sea, starring Jack Lemmon and 
Walter Matthau. For those who haven’t, the basic plot is that 
Jack Lemmon plays a widower (Herb Sullivan) who is talked 
into being a dance host on a cruise ship by his con artist 
brother-in-law (Charlie Gordon) played by Walter Matthau. 
While on the cruise, Herb meets a lady, Gloria DeHaven, 
(Vivian) with whom he reluctantly falls in love. At the same 
time, Charlie is hustling a lady, Dyan Cannon, (Liz) whom he 
thinks is wealthy and a good catch. Charlie doesn’t realize Liz is 
hustling him for the same reason. 

The movie was certainly enjoyable, but hardly Oscar-worthy. In 
fact, it perpetuated some myths and misperceptions about 
dance hosts that do not serve those mostly noble folks well. 
For example, the reality is most cruises are from 7 to 14 days. I 
guess it’s possible to fall in love with someone in that time 
frame, but unlikely, in my experience. 

Labour of Love 
Having said that, I have a confession to make. I did fall in love 
in 14 days – with cruising! I was a cruise ship dance host during 
my work vacations for about five years in the late 90’s and 
early 2000’s. After taking several years of ballroom dance 
lessons, and participating in a few dance competitions, I was 
offered an opportunity to dance host on a Norwegian Cruise 
Line ship. However, the offer was based on a requirement to 
undertake some training which included a focus on 
appropriate behaviour and dinner table manners, among other 
things. For this particular agent and trainer, the training was a 
requirement even if you thought you already had appropriate 
behaviour and reasonable table manners.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Norwegian Majesty, 
docked in Bermuda— 
the first ship on  
which I worked as a 
dance host 

Following training, I contacted an agency in Florida that 
arranged dance hosts for cruise ships. The conversation was 
essentially an interview to determine if I had sufficient dance 
experience, a reasonable character and the ability to carry on a 
conversation. My first cruises were two, one-week, back-to-
back trips from New York to Bermuda and return. The 
arrangement was that I would make my way to and from New 
York; the cruise line would take care of my accommodations 
while on the cruise, including meals and a shared cabin with 
another dance host. 

Myths 

Myth #1: Dance hosts are there to provide 
“companionship” to single, female passengers 

While dance hosts were expected to  
dance with both single and married  
women who might be interested in  
dancing, they were prohibited from  
visiting a guest’s cabin or getting other- 
wise romantically involved with a guest 
 The penalty for “fraternization”, if  
caught, could have been as severe as  
being removed from a ship at any port  
destination on the ship’s itinerary and  
being told to find one’s own way home. I shared a cabin with 
several different dance hosts over several cruises and only one 
believed the myth and acted accordingly. 

Myth # 2: Dance hosts have all expenses paid 
My arrangement was always to pay for my return airfare to 
and from the cruise departure port city and any other 
expenses such as taxis or a hotel room before and after the 
cruise before returning home. Free shore excursions were 
sometimes available to dance hosts if the cruise line 
anticipated a large number of guests on specific excursions. A 
dance host could be requested to accompany a tour to help 
with guests, particularly those who might require assistance. In 
that case, the excursion might be offered to the dance host for 
free. Otherwise, dance hosts were required to pay for 
excursions just like other passengers. One dance host 
acquaintance, also from Winnipeg, participated in a 28-day 
cruise. In that case, the cruise line paid his airfare, but he was 
also expected to staff the ship’s library when not involved in 
dance hosting duties. It left him little free time. 

Myth # 3: Dance hosting is an easy gig 

That could not be further from the truth.  
Dance hosts needed to be available for  
“sail away” parties when the ship left  
the port, other deck parties that might  
occur, dance lessons held during the  
cruise as partners to unaccompanied  
guests, and present where dancing  
occurred anywhere on the ship generally  
from around 8:00 p.m. to after midnight.  
This could have dance hosts “working”  
about six or more hours a day dancing,  
every day except the day the ship docked. With some ships, 
dance lessons were held for passengers who preferred not to 
go ashore for excursions. This meant dance hosts had to be 
available at those times as well. During the evenings, dance 
hosts were also expected to wear a “uniform”, purchased at 
their own cost, comprising a blue blazer, complementary tie, 
white or pastel blue shirt, and white pants. On “formal” nights, 
of which there might be two or three in a 14-day cruise, dance 
hosts were expected to wear tuxedos. 

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/casal-1697571_640.jpg?ssl=1
https://rrc-hg.ca/confessions-of-a-cruise-ship-dance-host/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0119848/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/IMG_2021-1.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/wedding-636021_640.jpg?ssl=1
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Myth # 4: Dance hosts must be trained dancers 

While the Walter Matthau character’s complete inability to 
dance in the “Out to Sea” movie is an exaggeration, several of 
my dance host cabinmates did not have anything more than 
basic dance skills nor had they taken any dance lessons. During 
my first cruise, my dance host cabin mate knew how to foxtrot, 
but that was about it. It meant regardless of the dance music 
being played (waltz, rumba, cha cha, etc.), he danced a foxtrot. 

Myth # 5: Dance hosts should be a relatively 
youthful middle-age (i.e.  40’s – see Myth # 1) 

However, most of the dance  
hosts with whom I “worked”  
were older than me, with one  
exception, and I was in my 50’s  
at the time. The largest number  
of dance hosts on one ship with  
whom I dance hosted was four  
and I was the youngest. My  
roommate on that cruise was  
81 and the two other dance  
hosts, who also shared a cabin,  
were in their 70’s. 

I worked for both Norwegian  
and Celebrity cruise lines over  
approximately five years. On a  
few occasions, I was the only  
dance host on the ship and was assigned my own cabin, but 
mostly accommodations were 
 shared. One of my dance host  
cabinmates, Simon, age 65, told me he had won an “iron man” 
award and had once walked across the United States. I was 
tempted to believe him. I would regularly tire by about 1:00 
a.m. from dancing, but it wasn’t unusual for Simon to saunter 
in about 3:00 a.m. on several nights in succession, completely 
soaked with sweat from dancing. Clearly, he had a good time 
on that cruise. When we left the ship at the end of it, there 
were several young ladies calling to him and waving goodbye, 
presumably ones he’d met on the dance floor. 

Memorable Cruises 
The southern, eastern and western Caribbean, Mexico and the 
Panama Canal were regular cruise outings for me, but two of 
the most memorable cruises were the Baltic Sea and Hawaii. 

The Baltic cruise occurred in late August/early September 
2001.  It started in Amsterdam, and made its way through 
Aarhus, Copenhagen, Tallin, Helsinki, Oslo, St. Petersburg, 
Berlin, and back to Amsterdam over two weeks. During that 
cruise, 9/11 occurred in the United States which, of course, 
immediately started a rumour that terrorists were targeting 
cruise ships.  

The most memorable stop on that trip was St. Petersburg. In 
St. Petersburg, the cruise line wanted a dance host to help 
passengers on and off the excursion bus to Catherine Palace, a 
beautiful facility known as the official summer residence of the 
Romanovs. Our tour guide there was an English-speaking 
Russian who appeared to understand English, but it became 
apparent when ship passengers asked him questions that he 
didn’t really understand as he was unable to answer most of 

them. We began to realize  
the English patter he was  
providing was probably  
memorized. 

After touring the inside of the  
Palace, the excursion group  
began to tour the large  
grounds which took a long  
time and covered a consider- 
able distance. About halfway  
through the grounds tour, a  
few older guests were unable  
to continue and stopped at a  
central resting place. The tour  
guide assured them the group  
would be back that way on  
our return to the bus, but that didn’t happen. About three-
quarters of the excursion ended up back at the bus with the 
other quarter strung out along the way. After the stragglers 
had been rounded up over an hour later, we were able to 
return to the ship, but with some seriously annoyed 
passengers. 

The Hawaiian islands were thoroughly enjoyable. The ship 
started in O’ahu and visited Maui, Kauai, and the big island of 
Hawaii. The trip through the islands did not take long overall as 
they are relatively close together. However, because of the Jones 
Act, which does not allow foreign-flagged ships to go directly 
from one US port to another US port, our Norwegian-flagged 
ship had to sail to a non-US port before it returned to O’ahu.  

On this cruise, although Ensenada, Mexico was a common 
destination, the ship’s Captain chose Kiribati, an independent 
island nation in the central Pacific Ocean on an atoll. Although 
it was the end of the 20th century, the island was still quite 
primitive reminiscent of perhaps the late 19th or early 20th 
century. Passengers had to be transported to and from the 
island by tender. A few of the local children had an opportunity 
to visit the ship to perform singing and dancing. They were 
given ice cream and a ride in the ship’s elevator, both of which 
seemed to be a new experience for them. Following the visit to 
Kiribati, the ship returned to O’ahu. Of the 12 days of the trip, 
most were spent sailing to and from Kiribati. However, the 
“side” trip was worth it as Kiribati was just as interesting to me 
as the Hawaiian islands. 

 
South Tarawa, Kiribati, by Government of Kiribati  

employee, CC BY 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons. 

Dance hosts Dale and Simon,  
the tireless dancer, going  

ashore in Bermuda 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:South_Tarawa_from_the_air.jpg
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/640px-South_Tarawa_from_the_air-1.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/catherine-2081783_640.jpg?ssl=1
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Conclusion 

As a result of dance hosting, I had an opportunity to visit 
numerous locations I would likely not have visited otherwise. 
The cost of cruises for me during that time was about 50% of 
the regular cost in exchange for being a dance host, but the 
experience of cruising was pleasurable enough to capture my 
interest and cruising has become a regular vacation for my 
wife and me once or twice a year for the past 15 years (pre-
pandemic).  

Would I do it again as a younger, single man…in a rumba beat! 
However, there don’t appear to be dance hosts on the cruises 
we’ve taken in recent years. It may be a thing of the past. 

 

For those of you contemplating a cruise, I’d highly recommend 
it. On some ships, it’s like living in a five-star floating hotel, and 
guests are treated extremely well, although there are certainly 
ships that are older now and less than five-star. Further, many 
of the ships these days are so large with such good stabilizers 
it’s difficult to tell you are moving sometimes and there are 
few waves to contend with if seasickness is a concern. The 
food is superb, prepared by well-trained chefs. The onboard 
entertainment alone is usually worth the price of the cruise, 
and the exotic places visited will create lifelong memories. 

Wicked Willy’s Travelling Shitt Show 
by Will Miller, June 9, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/wicked-willys-travelling-shitt-show/)

In the summer of 2021, my daughter  
was offered a new job working as a  
Forensic Pathologist in Winnipeg.  
When she mentioned her plans to  
move west, I was thrilled that she and  
her family were moving from New  
Brunswick to Manitoba. Winnipeg is  
only 3 hours away rather than 24 hours minimum if we were to 
fly. We hadn’t been able to see our grandkids for over a year 
and a half, so I volunteered to help with the move. New 
Brunswick had just opened their border to vaccinated visitors, 
so I was able to enter the province without any problem. I had 
arrived a week early to help anyway that I could – mostly just 
keeping the kids out of Angela’s and Chris’ hair while they 
packed. I was also called in to do some minor repairs and 
cleanup. Finally, moving day arrived. 

The plan 

We started our 3200-km journey from Moncton, New 
Brunswick to Angela and Christopher’s new home in St. 
Andrews on Tuesday, July 27. Although most of their 
possessions were travelling by truck (Huge U-Haul crates), we 
were taking a horse trailer filled with things that couldn’t be 
sent by U-Haul and also things that would be needed along the 
way. We were travelling in two SUVs loaded with 4 dogs (3 
Great Danes and a Hungarian Vizsla), 3 adults, two kids, and 8 
quail (in the trailer). Chris would be driving a Plymouth 
Voyager and I would be in the Jeep with Angie, the two kids, 
and Chaucer, one of the Great Danes. Chaucer, a grouchy old 
dog, had to travel alone since he couldn’t get along with any 
other dogs, including all three of the others! 

The plan was to take five days to drive from Moncton to our 
home on Lake of the Woods, staying at four campgrounds 
along the way. On August 1, they were to take possession of 
their new home located just outside Selkirk, Manitoba. Angela 
had booked and paid for two camp spots at each of four 
locations along the way. We intended to leave each morning at 
7:00am and arrive at the day’s destination by 4:00pm. (Guess 
how that turned out??) An early arrival at the campgrounds 
would give the kids (and adults) a chance to unwind after the 
day’s travels. 

Day 1 (July 27): Moncton to Rivière-Ouelle, QC 

Our first hitch 

After hooking up the trailer to Angela’s Jeep, we left their 
home at around 10:00am in light rain. I had checked the tires 
and the trailer connection before we left. The tires on the Jeep 
were new, having just been replaced by Costco, but the trailer 
was sitting very low at the trailer hitch. Angela assured me that 
they had used the trailer before and that the trailer only 
looked as though it was low because the driveway was uneven. 
Off we went. The first stop was Sobie’s to get some groceries 
for the trip. Meanwhile, Chris went to get some dog food for 
the hounds. I checked the trailer connections again and had 
concerns since even on the very smooth parking lot, the trailer 
only had 4 inches of clearance with only about 2 inches of 
clearance between the pavement and the screw jack. I 
mentioned my concern again, but was reassured that we 
would be OK.  

Our next stop was McDonalds to get breakfast. Along the way, 
the trailer dragged bottom on several occasions. In my opinion 
(which I didn’t manage to stifle!), I mentioned to Angela that 
we would not make it to Manitoba with the trailer like that (in 
fact, I doubted that we would make it out of New Brunswick!) 
Christopher agreed that there was a problem and checked to 
see whether we could find a raised trailer hitch to help level 
the ride. After some searching, he found that U-Haul had a 
hitch insert that raised the trailer 4½ inches. Perfect! We were 
on our way by 11:30am. (So much for a 7:00am start! It was 
only the first day and would only get better!) 

Dinner and a move-in 

We arrived at our first campground at Rivière-Ouelle, located 
on the St Lawrence River at around 8:00pm. It was a beautiful 
campground and there was still a fair bit of daylight left, so I 
mentioned to Angela and Christopher that I would take the 
kids to the water and the playground while they set up the 
tents and walked and fed the dogs. The tents were quite large 
and were connected to the SUVs, which allowed the people to 
sleep in the tents while the dogs stayed in the SUVs. By the 
time I returned to campsites 557 and 559, it was sunset. Since 
we were quite late in getting settled, dinner consisted of hot 

https://rrc-hg.ca/wicked-willys-travelling-shitt-show/
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dogs and potato chips, with dessert of  
marshmallows. (Yum!)  

I opted to have my own tent because  
I had no desire to sleep with either dogs or 
 kids. My tent, which was recently purchased  
at Canadian Tire had never been used and  
ended up being set up in the dark – no  
instructions! Although there were parts left  
over, I crawled into my sleeping bag, and was  
asleep by around 10:00pm. What a day! 

Day 2 (July 28): Rivière-Ouelle to La Vérendrye  

Shattered dreams 

In the morning, Chris made us each a “weapons-grade” 
French-pressed coffee. DELICIOUS! Life was going to be OK! 
Maybe not! Catastrophe! Killian had been playing with the 
French-press and ended up dropping it and shattering the glass 
carafe!! Luckily Angie and Chris had a spare coffee maker made 
of stainless steel, so no one had to die! 

We left the campground at around 10:30am since it was hard 
to get the kids and dogs moving. After driving through Trois 
Rivières and skirting Montreal, we arrived at La Vérendrye Park 
near the Quebec-Ontario border at around 7:00pm. The park is 
huge, with an area of 12,589 square kilometres. Angela went 
into the park office to register and found out that our camp 
spots were located at Larouche another 80 km up the highway! 
The kids were melting down and it was raining, but off we 
went.  

 

Larouche Campsite 

When it rains… 

When we arrived at the campground, the road went down a 
bit of a hill and had a fairly significant washout. I was driving 
the Jeep with the trailer and drove very slowly, trying to avoid 
the washout by skirting the road as much as possible. 
Nevertheless, the trailer dragged though the gravel, but we 
arrived at the reserved campsites, which were classified as 
“rustic” and had no services. I was concerned that we might 
have a difficult time getting back onto the highway due to the 
significant slope, a washout, and ongoing rain — but that was 
“tomorrow’s problem”! 

We were adjacent to a lovely lake, with loons calling, but the 
scenic beauty was marred by the rain and copious amounts of 

voracious mosquitoes. Apparently, there was an outhouse, 
which I didn’t find, but which I fortunately didn’t need to use. 
We set up the tents in the pouring rain. While Angela set up 
her tents, Chris made spaghetti and barbequed chicken for 
dinner. After Angela fed the dogs, we fed the kids and ate our 
meals under mosquito netting. The bugs were also well fed! 
The rain continued through the night. 

Day 3 (July 29): La Vérendrye to Moonbeam, ON  

Let’s go get stones 

I was up at 6:00am and packed my gear and waited for 
everyone else to get moving. Finally, there was some 
movement by around 7:30am. Angela and I took down the 
tents in the pouring rain, while Chris made coffee. All the wet 
stuff was simply pushed into the horse trailer and would be 
dealt with later. I walked over to the washout to determine the 
best course of action to get up the road to the highway. It was 
possible to skirt the washout by driving up a grassy area, but I 
was afraid that if we jack-knifed the trailer on the slippery 
grass, we would be in really big trouble since there wasn’t a 
town for several hundred kilometres in either direction and it 
would take a tow truck hours to get us out.  (Plus, there was no 
cell phone coverage!)  

Angela found a pile of 4 to 6-inch stones and suggested that 
we fix the washout with these. Perfect! The road was made 
passable with about 15 minutes of work. I drove the trailer out 
slowly, while Chris watched the wheels of the Jeep and the 
trailer. We made it to the highway without any problem. 
Relief! The kids were fed small boxes of Froot Loops to keep 
them under control until we could get somewhere for 
something proper to eat.  

A super-sized skirmish 
Since we were driving in northern  
Quebec and Ontario, there wasn’t  
anything suitable for several hours  
and the kids were once again  
“melting down” – needing to be  
fed! After checking on the Internet,  
Angela suggested stopping at the  
McDonalds in Timmons, Ontario.  
I mentioned that this was about 65  
kilometres off the planned route and  
that we should keep going to make up some time, but I was 
vetoed! Next stop – Timmons! 

The McDonalds was a small restaurant and had no 
accommodation for a large horse trailer, so the decision was 
made that Chris would pick up the food in his SUV and that the 
Jeep and trailer would wait at a parking area, not too far away 
in town. We all needed to get out to stretch our legs. Angela 
took Briar, Killian, and Chaucer for a walk up a trail and spotted 
a medium-sized bear a few hundred feet away – this in the 
middle of Timmons! They returned to the car to wait for Chris, 
who arrived shortly after with the food. It was about 2:00pm 
and this was the first food that the adults had that day – the 
kids had Froot Loops and Goldfish cheese crackers to keep 
them well fed. (Nutrition was not really considered.) We all 
dived into our burgers, chicken McNuggets, etc. The rain had 
cleared up after we left Quebec and it was now 30°C and 
sunny. The dogs needed to be walked, so Angela took Chaucer 
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out of the Jeep and kept him on a leash. She mentioned to 
Chris to keep the other dogs in his van. Chris was blocking the 
open driver side window while he ate his Big Mac. As if they 
had planned it, the other two Great Danes, who each weighed 
about 170 pounds, jumped through the open window, pushed 
150-lb Chris out of the way and attacked Chaucer. Within a few 
seconds one of the dogs had Chaucer by the throat and the 
other Great Dane was biting him on the haunches. We three 
adults each grabbed a Great Dane and broke up the fight while 
the kids cried in the parking lot. Wow. Lots of excitement! 
(Despite witnessing the dog fight, Briar kept talking about 
Chaucer being attacked by a black bear!) 

Nuts! 

After getting everyone settled and loaded back into the SUVs, 
we were on our way to the town of Moonbeam, Ontario, 
which has a population of 1200 people and a sizable 
campground about 3 km north. As we were driving north, I 
thought I sensed a strange noise, but with the ambient road 
noise, I wasn’t sure. We arrived at Twin Lakes Campground at 
around 7:00pm and were pleasantly surprised at how nice it 
was (especially considering the previous night’s 
accommodation) and the campground was probably more 
populated than the town. I volunteered to get pizza for dinner 
while Angela and Chris dealt with the tents, the dogs, and the 
kids. On the drive to town, I noticed that the rear left wheel of 
the Jeep was making a clicking sound. Despite getting out to 
check on it, I didn’t notice anything unusual when I looked 
under the car. I returned to the campground after picking up 
the pizzas, and mentioned that we shouldn’t continue driving 
until the problem (whatever it was) had been corrected. Chris 
had a look at the wheel and immediately noticed that two lug 
nuts were missing. (“Damn, Costco didn’t tighten the nuts 
properly”, I thought.) On closer inspection, the entire studs 
were missing! BIG PROBLEM!!  

Angela and Chris got onto the Internet and determined that we 
were located only 20 km from Kapuskasing and that it had two 
OK Tire dealerships. Lucky break! I volunteered to drive into 
Kapuskasing the following morning to have someone look at 
the Jeep. After dinner, we used the shower facilities at the 
campground to have relaxing hot showers to take the stress off 
the day. Wonderful! Bedtime was at around 10:00pm as usual. 
We were all clean, watered, and fed! Survival was a possibility! 

Day 4 (July 30): Moonbeam to Kakebecka Falls, ON 

A snappy retorque 
As usual, Chris made us each a “weapons-grade” French-press 
coffee. I was on the road by around 8:30am to drive to 
Kapuskasing. Although there was no vibration to go along with 
the clicking, I was very concerned about the wheel since I had 
tried to tighten the nuts on the wheel and the first one only 
spun without getting tight – not a good sign! I didn’t mention 
anything to Angela or Chris – they had enough to worry about. 
For the most part, I drove on the shoulder of the road at only 
50 km/h. If the wheel was to come off, I didn’t want to be 
going highway speed! Just east of Kapuskasing, I came on the 
Val Albert Jeep dealership (Somebody was looking after me!) 
and pulled in. 

I gave my sob story to the guy at the service desk, mentioning 
that I was driving from New Brunswick to Manitoba with my 

daughter and her family and that we had a problem! He said 
that they had a mechanic that could have a look at it 
immediately. In about 15 minutes, the mechanic came out and 
said that the problem was even worse than I had indicated. 
Two of the remaining studs were broken off and the wheel was 
really only held on by one bolt! He said that the wheel may 
have been damaged, as possibly was the hub, and perhaps the 
axle. He was preparing me for the worst. After checking with 
Angela, I told the service department to do whatever was 
necessary to get us back on the road. Was I really going to 
haggle with them at this point? By 11:30am, the repair was 
done and it turned out that only the studs and nuts on the hub 
needed to be replaced – total cost $383. All the other wheels 
were retorqued. Not bad, considering how bad things could 
have been.  

By around noon, we were on our way to Kakebecka Falls 
Provincial Park, just west of Thunder Bay. Although it was 
raining and the kids were again having a “meltdown”, the day 
went rather well. It was dark (again!) by the time we set up the 
tents and got everyone fed, walked, and settled. Dinner 
(again!) consisted of hot dogs and chips! I was glad that we had 
come as far as we had and that we only had about another 6 
hours of travel ahead of us.  

Day 5 (July 31): Kakebecka Falls to Lake of the Woods 

A happy ending 

 
Kakebecka Falls 

After coffee and a light breakfast, we headed to the falls to 
have a look at the spectacle. While Angela and Chris dealt with 
Killian and the dogs, I took Briar to view the falls. She is really 
into unicorns, so I told her that unicorns lived behind waterfalls 
and that if we looked closely, we might see one! (We didn’t!) 

In the meantime, Angela had contacted her lawyer about 
getting the keys to their new house and was told that she 
needed to come into the lawyer’s office on Tuesday morning. 

By around 10:00am, we were on the road. I contacted Joan to 
let her know that we expected to arrive at around 3:15pm and 
that she should get our truck out to Highway 17 so that I could 
pull the trailer up and down the hills of Storm Bay Road with 
the larger vehicle rather than a Jeep. The original plan was to 
leave the trailer with the quail at the firehall at the end of 
Storm Bay Road, pick the trailer up first thing the next 
morning, and drive to their new home on Sunday, August 1. 
They had to first see their lawyer and sign some papers before 
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getting the key. Since it was a long weekend, they stayed at 
our house until Tuesday August 3. Angela and Christopher 
weren’t getting possession until Tuesday, so there was no way 
the quail would survive the heat. We all arrived exactly at the 
indicated time, and got to our house at a decent hour. Joan 
had dinner all planned and we were able to unwind from our 
lengthy road trip, for the rest of the evening. 

Joan and I drove with Angela, Christopher and their family (and 
menagerie) to their new home in St. Andrews, just northwest 
of Selkirk on the Tuesday morning. While we looked after the 
kids and the dogs, they signed the papers and got the keys to 
the house. The Travelling Schitt Show was over, and no one 
was happier than I. 

Needless to say, I will not volunteer to do this again – I think!! 
 

Read all about it at rrc-hg.ca/thursday-november-17-2022/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RSVP to Karen Wall at kwall@mymts.net or via phone at 204-269-5550 or via text at: 204-797-1732 no later than Nov.11 

Fun and Frivolity at the Fringe Festival 
by Dale Watts, June 13, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/fun-and-frivolity-at-the-fringe-festival/) 

In theatre, there’s an expression  
“chewing up the scenery” which  
basically refers to an actor’s  
propensity to act melodramatically,  
to ham it up so much you think  
s/he is going to take bites out of  
the scenery. In other words, to  
overact. 

At the Winnipeg Fringe Festival that  
theatrical phenomenon happens frequently. Having witnessed 
it numerous times, I became convinced I could write and stage 
a play that was at least as mediocre as what I was watching. 

In 2004, I wrote a play specifically for the Winnipeg Fringe. I 
knew virtually nothing about how to get involved but checked 
out the process and discovered the first required activity was 
to apply and to pay an application fee. 

Step 1: Apply 

Although the process has evolved considerably over time, the 
application required me to identify: the type of performance 
we planned, how long it would be, how many actors and crew 
there would be, what type of venue we needed, the audience 
capacity we expected, the size of the stage needed, the 
entrances and exits required, how many sound and lighting 
cues we anticipated, what props we would use, how much 
storage space we would require and so on. 

As a Fringe participant newbie, I didn’t have much of a clue 
how to answer most of those questions. I contacted an 
individual who had worked with Fringe plays previously and 
asked her to direct my first play with the caveat that I would 

shadow her to learn how to direct. She also provided advice on 
how to complete the Fringe application. 

No guarantee 

Just applying for the Fringe does  
not automatically ensure one will  
be able to stage a play or perform.  
Although many attendees think a Fringe  
acceptance is based on an evaluation of quality or talent, that 
is not the case. The Fringe acceptance, in Winnipeg at least, is 
based on a lottery system.  

Many Canadian and international performers will apply to 
several Fringe Festivals across Canada and basically follow a 
“circuit” where Fringe Festivals can be fit into their summer 
touring schedule. For example, there are Fringe Festivals in 
Halifax, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Guelph, Winnipeg, 
Saskatoon, Calgary, Edmonton and Vancouver, among others, 
held over the summer. A touring theatre company can manage 
to perform in several of these cities over those two to three 
months with proper scheduling so the dates do not conflict.  If 
they have a successful production, they can earn enough 
revenue to help with post-secondary tuition or to live during 
the winter. 

Selection 

There are 110 play or performance  
slots available at the Winnipeg  
Fringe, although there are other  
local venues performing companies  
might rent that fall outside the base  
number.  This number varies at  
Fringe Festivals across the country. The 110 acceptances in 

https://rrc-hg.ca/thursday-november-17-2022/
https://rrc-hg.ca/fun-and-frivolity-at-the-fringe-festival/
https://www.winnipegfringe.com/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/lottery-1.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/110-1.png?ssl=1
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Winnipeg break down into 55 “local” performances, 33 
“Canadian” performances, and 22 “International” 
performances. Canadian performers are those outside 
Manitoba; international performers are outside Canada. They 
include the United States, Great Britain, Australia, South Africa 
and so on.  

Generally, the Fringe lottery is held in early December to 
determine which performing companies will get one of the 110 
“slots”. Typically, there are far more applications than slots 
which means some performing companies will not be 
successful every year. Over 12 years of Fringe play 
involvement, and the production of 16 plays, our company, 
Run Ragged Company (RRC), was fortunate to “win the lottery” 
10 times. 

After the lottery, selected performing companies must pay a 
larger entrance fee to continue. The fee during our last Fringe 
involvement in 2016 was $725. The fee covered the rental for 
the assigned venue, ticket printing, and the services of a 
trained theatre technician who managed the lights and sound 
for a guaranteed minimum number of performances, usually 
seven. 

Step 2: Audition 

Once a performing company has been selected in the Fringe 
lottery, the hard work begins. Unless a performing company is 
a long-established theatre group such as the Shoestring 
Players, which some Fringe enthusiasts among you might have 
seen, it generally means auditions must be held. Audition calls 
are required to attract the attention of actors who might be 
interested in participating in a Fringe production. An audition 
generally involves an actor monologue and reading “lines” 
from the intended production, often without seeing the 
dialogue previously (a cold read). 

The audition process may go on for a while depending on the 
number of roles to be filled in the production. The objective is 
to identify the best persons possible for the roles, but 
sometimes it means settling for the best persons available. 

 
Heathens Cold Reading, by 

Kencf0618, CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Step 3: Rehearse 

After the actors have been selected, the rehearsal process 
begins. This process is more difficult than it sounds because 
rehearsal space is at a premium locally and in most cases has a 
rental cost associated with it. This could mean several hundred 
dollars of cash outlay in addition to the entrance fee, before 
poster, handbill and program printing, before the set 
production and props acquisition, and before generating any 
revenue. 

While some performance companies like to live on the wild 
side and tend not to begin rehearsals until about a month 
before the Fringe starts, my experience was it was best to start 
at least three months in advance of the Fringe and to rehearse 
about twice a week. This required a time commitment from all 
involved that could be quite onerous. Further, some actors 
have difficulty memorizing lines no matter how much rehearsal 
and may not be “off book” (have memorized all their lines) 
before the production is staged. More about this later. 

Production Considerations 

It takes money 

Generally, as the playwright, stage manager,  
producer, director and sometimes actor, I  
covered the pre-production expenses for  
our company with the expectation the  
revenue from audiences would cover the  
costs and generate some spending money for  
the actors. While none of our productions ever  
lost money, there were a few years when the money left over 
after expenses was not too substantial. 

In most cases, actors created their own costumes for the 
production, but sometimes it was necessary to visit the Thrift 
Store to find and to modify inexpensive clothing to fit the 
actor’s roles. The need for stage furniture was kept as simple 
as possible, but occasionally actors brought a few furniture 
pieces from home. Other props were purchased or borrowed. 

Getting the word out 

Every production requires advertising and marketing. Our 
company was fortunate to have someone  
with a graphic design background who  
created our posters, handbills, and  
programs. A long-time Fringe  
enthusiast, he also acted in many of  
our productions. 

The most common methods to advertise  
are sandwich boards, posters and handbills.  
Sandwich boards are best placed in areas where people are 
likely to see them. Two such locations are in front of the Royal 
Manitoba Theatre Centre (RMTC), where advance tickets are 
sold, and near Old Market Square.  

Postering is a pre-Fringe activity that has some limitations. For 
example, it is not appropriate to attach posters to buildings, 
private property, or public property, unless authorized. Traffic, 
street, road or building signage may not be covered. Early 
postering is the norm partly because those who do not get 

https://www.facebook.com/ShoestringPlayersWinnipeg/
https://www.facebook.com/ShoestringPlayersWinnipeg/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/320px-HeathensColdReading.jpeg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/loudspeaker-1459128_640.png?ssl=1
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their production posters up early in authorized locations are 
likely to find there is no space left. 

While those productions selected in the lottery will have a 
description and performance dates/times printed in the Fringe 
program, handbills for distribution are generally printed in the 
hundreds, if not thousands. It’s the responsibility of cast and 
crew members to distribute handbills at Fringe venues and at 
Old Market Square (Fringe Central) prior to performances to 
attract audiences, particularly those Fringe attendees who are 
undecided about what they want to see. 

Venues 

One question asked on the application form is if there is a 
preferred venue. Our preferred venue was “Venue #2 – MTC 
Up the Alley”, which is a rehearsal stage at the back of the 
RMTC building for the main stage performers throughout the 
professional theatre season. The stage is large with several 
entrances and exits, and there are dressing rooms in the back. 
There are also excellent lighting and audio controls, air 
conditioning and access for the disabled through the front of 
the building. 

We were fortunate to stage several productions in that venue. 
However, while it might have been our preference, it was not 
guaranteed. During rehearsals one year, we prepared our 
blocking (positioning where actors will stand, sit and move 
during the performance) based on the requested Venue #2 
stage only to discover just prior to the start of the Fringe we 
were in another venue (RRC at Princess Street). The RRC 
“stage” was much smaller with fewer entrances and exits 
which meant everything had to be re-blocked and re-learned in 
a short time. 

Venues can make a  
difference in audience  
attendance despite the  
quality of production.  
Some Fringe venues are  
up or down stairs, which  
can make attendance  
difficult for disabled,  
older and less agile  
attendees. A lack of air conditioning in the venue will also 
affect choices, particularly if the weather is hot. 

Performances 

Prior to the start of performances, there is a required 
“technical” rehearsal in the assigned venue. This is to give 
performing companies an opportunity to conduct a full dress 
rehearsal in the actual venue they will be using. However, it is 
also used to determine where lighting will be placed and when 
sound cues will be utilized during performances. 

There could be 8 to 10 performing companies assigned to any 
one venue. To ensure fairness, the guaranteed seven 
performances are scheduled at different times of the day for 
every company except those companies that have rented their 
own venue. For example, a company might have a 
performance scheduled at noon on a Tuesday and at 11:30 
p.m. on a Thursday. Preferred times are when the 
performance is likely to attract the largest audiences such as 
7:00, 8:00 or 9:00 p.m. on a Friday or Saturday evening. 

Cast and crew members are expected to be at the venue at 
least 30 minutes prior to the performances to set up the stage, 
get into costume, apply make-up, run lines, where necessary, 
and receive any last-minute instructions. The first performance 
is always the scariest because it is the first time in front of an 
audience. Other scary performances are when there are 
reviewers or critics in the audience because less-than-
complimentary reviews can affect attendance. However, 
generally the cast and crew don’t know when a reviewer has 
attended until after the performance. 

Show stoppers 

Strange things happen, or don’t happen, during live 
performances. The most common one for our company was 
that someone would forget their lines. If  
they had an experienced acting partner  
that person could usually pick up the  
dialogue until the “forgetful” one  
could get back on track. This  
usually meant a few lines would  
be missed and, if done smoothly  
enough, most audience members  
might not even realize it. However,  
sometimes an actor would forget one or  
more lines and skip a couple of pages of  
dialogue, which could contain some information critical to the 
plot. In those cases, the audience would realize something had 
happened because sometimes the plot no longer made sense. 

During one of our plays, one of the actors, in dialogue with 
another actor on the stage, realized he had forgotten a prop, 
and walked off the stage to look for it as if this was part of the 
play. The actor left on the stage with no one to talk to looked 
like a deer caught in the headlights.  

I persuaded my wife to act in a few of the plays 
(yes…nepotism), which gave her an appreciation for the 
considerable work that goes into a production. While she 
enjoyed the experience, she concluded the required time and 
effort were not worth the rewards, either tangible or 
intangible. 

On the Road 

For about six years, once the Fringe was over for the year, we 
took the production to the A-Spire Theatre on Second Street in 
Gimli for a Friday night, Saturday night and Sunday afternoon 
matinee performance, generally in August.. My wife and I used 
it as an opportunity to relax a bit for the weekend by staying in 
a hotel or motel. On several occasions other cast and crew 
members were able to rent or use a relative’s lake property 
which allowed them to swim and sunbathe on Saturday before 
the evening performance. Some cast members commuted 
back and forth from Winnipeg for all three performances. 

The A-Spire Theatre was a bit challenging as it had a two-tier 
stage which meant the blocking was completely different from 
the Fringe venue. However, after the first year of performing in 
Gimli, we were aware of that and adjusted accordingly. 

Most of the time we brought all our props, sets and furniture 
we needed to use at the A-Spire Theatre. On one occasion, we 
were transporting a table and other furniture in a borrowed 
pick-up truck on Friday afternoon. There happened to be a bit 

http://www.aspireplayers.ca/index.html
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/To-be-or.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/theater-stage-430552_640.jpg?ssl=1
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of wind that day which picked up the table like it was in a 
tornado and carried it off into the trees. When we went back 
to pick it up, all we could find were the table legs. The top had 
completely disappeared. Fortunately, we were able to borrow 
a table from the local Gimli Theatre Company. 

Payment 

At the Fringe, payments based on revenues from audience 
attendance were made to each company twice by cheque or 
whatever other arrangements had been made with the Fringe 
administration. The first revenue cheque generally covered 
most expenses up to that point. The second cheque provided 
whatever revenue the actors were going to earn for the Fringe 
evenly split among cast and crew members. 

In Gimli, the arrangement was a revenue share. Whatever 
revenue was generated for the three performances was shared 
between the performing company (75%) and the A-Spire 
Theatre management (25%). For those who stayed over the 
weekend after accommodation and meal expenses, it generally 
meant a breakeven situation. 

Play Ideas 

I have been asked fairly frequently  
where the play ideas come from.  
Truthfully, they can come from  
anywhere. The first play I wrote,  
which happened to be the last  
one our company staged, was  
called “Travails with my Aunt”.  
It was based on my experience 
 watching one of my favourite  
aunts deteriorate from dementia. Daves of Their Lives was a 
parody of soap operas. During two Fringe years, we staged 
four, 12 – 15 minute plays each year (Four on the Floor; 
Fourplay). One longer play was about three seniors feeling 
trapped in a seniors’ home and wanting to escape (Hide and 
Go Creak). 

I tended to mull over other plays for about three months, 
created a plot outline, and tried to stick to it. Often the play I 
started writing turned into something quite different. Most 
plays were attempted farces or comedies; a few were more 
dramatic (Room at Both Ends; Travails with my Aunt). 

Strangely, the most successful play was the first one we 
staged: Nothing Much in Common, about therapy group 
members who discover they have lots of similarities and 
connections. It had the best reviews of all the plays we staged 
and numerous folks over the years following commented 
about it. 

Conclusion 

Participating in the Fringe Festival was fun, but it was also a lot 
of work. At various times, I was required to be playwright, 
stage manager, producer and director. On a few occasions I 
even chewed up some scenery as an actor. 

During our 10 years of staging Fringe plays, we watched the 
local Fringe grow significantly. The world’s biggest Fringe 
Festival is in Edinburgh, Scotland, celebrating its 75th 
anniversary this year. In Canada, the biggest Fringe is in 
Edmonton, but Winnipeg follows closely behind.  

Most Fringe participants don’t make a living just through 
Fringe performances, but some successful Fringe plays have 
evolved into something else. For example, the series Kim’s 
Convenience, by playwright and actor Ins Choi, was based 
originally on a Toronto Fringe play that evolved into a main 
stage production and finally a TV series. 

As far as benefits are concerned, those 10 years provided some 
local actors with a bit of revenue and gave them acting 
opportunities to build a resume. From a playwright and 
producer’s perspective, the earnings amounted to pennies an 
hour. The truth is if I had to rely on my earnings from Fringe 
plays to survive, I would have starved to death years ago. 

Escalade 
by Guy Dugas, June 19, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/escalade/) 

 

    “I like the mountains because they make me feel small.  
They help me sort out what’s important in life.” 

Mark Obmascik 
 

Yes, the Rockies can make a prairie boy feel very small. I have 
returned many times over the years, but more as admirer than 
adventurer. I am not one of those A-type personalities with a 
burning urge to conquer peaks, not the least because I have an 
acute fear of heights. A ladder gives me more than enough of 
an adrenaline rush to banish any thought of scaling cliff faces. 

Requiem for a refuge 

If you’ve ever been to, or seen a postcard of, Lake Louise, then 
you’ve likely also seen Abbot Pass (right), the glaciated canyon 
between Mount Lefroy and iconic Mount Victoria. This year 
marks 100 years since Swiss mountain guides of the Canadian  

 

 
Mount Victoria and Abbot Pass, by RedWolf, 

CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

https://rrc-hg.ca/escalade/
http://www.markobmascik.com/bio/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
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Pacific Railway constructed a solid stone building (for many 
years the highest habitable structure in Canada) at the top of 
the pass. I wouldn’t have known that myself, had I not 
stumbled upon the fascinating March 28th article, Requiem for 
a Mountain Sanctuary, by Sid Marty. 

 

“Parks Canada did not announce  
a centennial celebration for the  
beloved refuge. Instead, the hut  
will be removed this summer.  
Like the Lower Victoria Glacier  
that it overlooks, the hut is yet 
another casualty of climate  
change and glacial recession.” 

 

  Morning outside the  
stone refuge (1975) 

 

I was saddened to read of the hut’s passing, not only because 
it’s yet another casualty of climate change, but because of the 
memories it triggered of my own overnight there before 
climbing Mount Victoria in 1975. 

“Woah!” you might be thinking. “I thought you said you were 
scared of heights?” 

Well, chalk it up to my being a cocky 22-year-old at the time, 
with more bravado than brains. The Office national du film du 
Canada (ONF), the French wing of the National Film Board, was 
funding amateur projects in 1975, and I had been invited to be 
the cameraman for documentary that would follow a couple of 
avid Franco-Manitoban mountaineers in the Canadian Rockies. 
 

    “But, my acrophobia might be a problem, non?” 
 
“Don’t worry, you don’t have to do the climbing, only the 
shooting.” 

 

Magnificent seven-and-a-(better)half 

The proposed documountainry, Escalade, was the brainchild of 
two brothers. Then Artistic Director of the Cercle Molière, 
Roland, would be the film’s Director and one of its two main 
characters. Our other “star”, André, worked as a teacher and 
would go on to found the Club d’escalade de Saint-Boniface 
(CESB), a section of the Alpine Club of Canada 

 
The Magnificent 7-1/2 

We were two Guys on the team. A self-employed carpenter at 
the time, I had been doing quite a bit of amateur film and 
video in my spare time, and taking two weeks off for the 
project was pretty easy to arrange. The other Guy was a school 
principal and, though a climbing neophyte like me, the fittest 
of us all. He had been enticed to come along as our Production 
Assistant. 

Sound recording fell to Denis, a  
fearless and effervescent sound  
technician from Radio-Canada  
(who I swear was a reincarnated  
mountain goat). 

Our ONF budget allowed us to hire  
two mountaineering guides. Thank  
God. Pierre was the more  
experienced of the two, not very big,  
but bright, energetic and nimble.  
Buck was more the strong, silent type,  
and would prove to be my personal  
deliverer. More about that later. 

Rounding out the group was Carol, André’s wife, who came 
along for the ride. She joined us on some of our training climbs 
and kept us clean. She and Buck were the only two on the 
team who did not speak French. Nobody’s perfect. 

The prep 
Once we had arrived in Banff National Park, our guides decided 
that a few training climbs would get us comfortable using our 
equipment: crampons, ice axes, ropes, harnesses and, of 
course, my brand new climbing boots. All that gear had me a 
little concerned. 
 

   “Do we really need all this stuff?  I’m afraid of heights, 
remember? 

 
  “Don’t worry. Better safe than sorry. You’ll be fine.” 
 

I began to suspect that my  
apprehensions weren’t being  
taken too seriously when the  
climbing helmet they supplied  
me was too small, and kind of  
sat on top of my head rather  
than around it. 
 

   “You’ll be fine.” 
 

(Did I detect some sniggering in the background?) 

Then, for some reason, we were short one ice axe. 
 

  “No big deal, Guy; we’ll get you a nice stick. You’ll be fine.” 
 

A nice stick?!? 

https://thetyee.ca/Culture/2022/03/28/Requiem-Mountain-Sanctuary/
https://thetyee.ca/Culture/2022/03/28/Requiem-Mountain-Sanctuary/
https://www.onf.ca/
https://www.onf.ca/
https://www.cerclemoliere.com/en/
https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/roland-francois-mahe
https://www.alpineclubofcanada.ca/web/ACCMember/Community/Bios/Andre_Mahe.aspx
https://www.instagram.com/cesbtower/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1975-Mt-Victoria-11.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1975-Refuge-at-Abbot_s-Pass.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1975-Abbot_s-Pass-1.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mt-Victoria-3.jpg?ssl=1
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Preparing for the worst 

 
Surveying Mount Victoria from the side of Devil’s Thumb 

Some 7 km from the Chateau Lake Louise parking lot is a small 
2,458m peak called the Devil’s Thumb, our first training 
scramble. Full disclosure: I bailed just short of the summit—a 
bit too scary for me. But the view was spectacular, even from 
the point where I let the others climb on without me. 
Surveying Victoria, soon to be the first real mountain in our 
film, we noticed blocks of snow falling off the base of the 
glacier that cuts a neat horizontal line across the mountain. 

“Some of those are actually the size of 
 a house,” Pierre explained. 

 

   “Avalanches are pretty common there  
on hot, sunny days like today. About  
20 years ago, one famously swept  
four experienced and roped- 
together Mexican climbers over  
those cliffs to their deaths a thousand  
feet  below.” 

 

Turns out, that glacier-filled canyon between Mts. Victoria and 
Lefroy (aka Abbot Pass) is nicknamed The Death Trap. 

What had I gotten myself into? 

The calm before the storm 

The morning we left the Chateau’s parking lot for our first real 
climb was crisp and sunny. Trudging up Abbot Pass in our 
crampons, roped together in case one of us should 
inadvertently fall into one of the glacier’s bottomless 
crevasses, the day’s destination was the famous stone hut at 
the pass summit where we would spend the night before our 
ascent up Mount Victoria. 

The star-studded sky viewed from outside the hut that clear 
night was indescribable. 

A string and a prayer 

By morning it was decidedly cooler, and the weather had 
changed. The sky had clouded over and we found ourselves 
shrouded in mist as we crossed the first snow covered slopes. I 
took comfort in the snow, feeling better anchored. 

That didn’t last long. 

Reaching our first rock faces, the  
mist (and my relative comfort)  
had disappeared. It was time to  
rope ourselves together. Visions  
of those four stringed-together  
Mexicans flashed though my mind. 

It would only get worse. 

Nearing the top of the south peak,  
dark clouds started rolling in. Some  
of us lucky enough to have ice axes  
asked Pierre why their axes were humming. 

 

   “I think we might have a lightning storm coming, so we’ll 
have to pick up the pace if we want to make the summit.” 

 

Pick up the pace? Keep going in a lightning storm? Wouldn’t it 
make better sense to head back down? 

But we were so close by this point and the others keen enough 
to reach the top that I was overruled. Now in adrenaline 
overdrive, we did make it to the summit. But we were so wired 
and anxious to get down to safety by then that we didn’t even 
stop to take a single photo, which was OK by me. 

The worst 

By this point, you would think I’d be relieved to be finally 
heading back down the mountain, my first ever summit behind 
me. Our ascent had been on the Alberta side of Mount 
Victoria, and as we began our descent on the British Columbia 
side, the sky was clearing. But where we had been face to the 
rocks on the way up, we had to be back to the mountain 
coming down. I have never been so scared in all my life— no 
exaggeration. So much so that I refused to go any further, 
choosing to die there over a bloody end on the rocks below. 

Clearly, I did not perish on Victoria. Thanks to Buck’s patient 
reassurance and his physically leading me by the hand down 
the most difficult stretch, I would live to fight another day. 

One more mountain to climb 

 
Mount Athabasca, from the Columbia Icefield Parkway (2018) 

Having survived Victoria, I was determined to not let the team 
down and told them I would do my best see it through to the 
end of filming. That meant steeling myself to scaling one more 
mountain: Athabasca. Pierre assured me that it was a 
completely different ascent than Victoria. Though physically 
tough because we’d be trudging through considerably more 
snow, over a longer day, we would not be facing hair-raising 
verticals. 

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/1975-Devils-Thumb-5.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Athabasca.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mt-Victoria.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mt-Victoria-10.jpg?ssl=1
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Because Athabasca is large  
glaciated peak, we were  
again roped together for  
pretty well the whole climb.  
Even more so than Abbot’s  
Pass, our route’s hazards  
included hidden crevasses,  
potential snow and ice  
avalanches, and rockfall.  
The chosen day promised to be sunny and hot. meaning a 3:30 
am start so we would not be crossing the avalanche prone 
stretches at the hottest part of the day. 

Defying logic, this time the  
heights didn’t bother me as  
much as I had expected.  
There was no wind, and I  
felt anchored in the snow,  
especially where it was  
knee deep. It took us about  
six hours to reach the  
summit, by which time I was  
drenched in perspiration  
from trudging uphill in the snow for so long. But the elation I 
felt as we filed across that narrow snow ridge to the peak, on 
top of the world, is beyond words. Yes, Virginia, there is a 
Santa Claus. 

Épilogue 

The descent from Victoria into British Columbia traverses a 
pristine protected wilderness area around Lake O’Hara, only 
accessible by hiking in or via the twice-daily bus from Lake 
Louise. We overnighted in the old lodge that sits on the lake’s 
western shore. It’s walls plastered with black and white photos 
of past expeditions and legendary guides, it made a fitting end 
to our own adventure. 

Of all the trails on all the mountains in all the world… 

Though I have returned to the  
Rockies several times over the  
years, it wasn’t until 22 years  
later that I hopped that bus from  
Lake Louise back to Lake O’Hara.  
I was keen to take my wife and  
two kids for a nostalgic hike up  
Dad’s now legendary trail 

Now, you have to understand that  
there must be some 50 trails in  
that area. And we had not met a  
soul on ours until we spotted two  
hikers coming down toward us as  
we hit the snow line. 

Unbelievably, the pair turned out 
 to be none other than my old filming buddies, Roland and 
André! If that’s not enough of a coincidence for you, not only 
had they no idea we were coming to the Rockies, neither had 
returned to O’Hara since 1975. 

Seven Days in Cyprus 
by Dale Watts, July 1, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/seven-days-in-cyprus/)

I served a total of 27 years in the Canadian Army Reserve 
(Militia), including the Royal Canadian Artillery, Military 
Intelligence (yes, I know…it’s an oxymoron), and the Royal 
Canadian Logistics Service. The latter also included nine years 
as an Honorary Lieutenant-Colonel (Lt.-Col.)/Honorary Colonel 
(Col.). I trained at several bases and locations across Canada 
over my career, made a lot of good friends, and had some 
memorable experiences.   

However, probably the most interesting one-week experience 
was an October 1981 visit to Cyprus while  
the Second Battalion, Princess Patricia’s  
Canadian Light Infantry (PPCLI) were  
deployed there. At that time, the 2nd  
Battalion was stationed in Winnipeg at  
Kapyong Barracks located at Route 90 and  
Grant Avenue. 

Once-in-a-lifetime opportunity 

Some of you may remember Dennis Lowe, whom I first 
encountered as a Certificate in Adult Education (CAE) student 
in the early 1970’s when he instructed our Audio-Visual 
course. Dennis had a varied background and worked in several 
capacities at RRCC before he left to start a printing business.  

He had developed a relationship with the 2nd Battalion and had 
performed numerous A/V services for them leading up to the 

Battalion’s deployment to Cyprus. As a result, he had been 
invited to visit them in Cyprus to take photos that would form 
part of their unit history. 

Dennis and I would meet for coffee occasionally in Buffalo 
Place at the Notre Dame Campus. He knew I was in the Army 
Reserve at the time and that was sometimes a topic of 
conversation. On one of those coffee occasions, he mentioned 
he’d be visiting Cyprus to do some photographic and audio 
recording work for the 2nd Battalion. Jokingly, I asked if he 
needed help carrying his suitcases, which it turned out he did. 
After some discussion with the Commanding Officer (CO) of 
the 2nd Battalion, Lt.-Col. Barry Ashton, we agreed that I would 
accompany Dennis to conduct interviews in Cyprus.  

                                   At that time, Army Reserve Officers  
                                      were typically not deployed overseas,  
a                                       though some Army Reserve other ranks, 
                                            usually trained Privates, Corporals and  
                                          Sergeants, did have the opportunity.  
                                    For me, this was a once-in-a-lifetime  
                              occasion to visit a UN peacekeeping operation 
I would likely not have the chance to do otherwise. 

The Canadian Forces were deployed in Cyprus from 1964 to 
1993, the longest peacekeeping mission in their history. Their 
mission, along with contingents from several other nations, 
was to keep the Greek Cypriots, who occupied the southern 

https://rrc-hg.ca/seven-days-in-cyprus/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mt-Athabasca-5.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Mt-Athabasca-7.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Lake-OHara.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/image.png?ssl=1
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half of the island, and the Turkish Cypriots, who occupied the 
northern portion (36%) of the island, apart. Many Canadian 
army units were rotated through and deployed to Cyprus over 
those almost 30 years, and some soldiers died there. 

Our overall trip lasted 11 days, but the best part was 
undoubtedly the seven days in Cyprus. Initially, we flew from 
Canada in a CC-130 Hercules aircraft to Heidelberg, Germany, 
where Dennis had a military acquaintance at whose home we 
stayed overnight. The next day we boarded another Hercules 
for the next leg to Larnaca in Cyprus. A memorable moment 
during that flight was standing in the Hercules cockpit area as 
it flew over the Swiss Alps. 

Day #1: An introduction to statecraft in Nicosia 

The 50 km trip from Larnaca, a city of about 50,000 on the 
south coast of Cyprus, to Nicosia, the capital city where the 
2nd Battalion was headquartered, was uneventful. But I recall 
thinking the Greek Cypriot checkpoint we passed through on 
the way was somewhat casual. The Greek Cypriot soldier lifted 
the road barrier and waved us through without bothering to 
check any identification. 

 
Cyprus with the UN Buffer Zone known as the Green Line 

The occupied areas of Nicosia, the last divided city in Europe, 
are separated by a ceasefire line or buffer zone, known as the 
Green Line, the name of which was taken from the green line 
drawn on the map of Nicosia to show the dividing line between 
the Greeks and Turkish Cypriots. The ceasefire line extends 
both east and west of Nicosia across the entire island. The 
Canadian Forces were responsible for keeping the peace in 
Nicosia along the green line and for some distance on the west 
side of the city. 

On arrival, we were assigned accommodations in the Ledra 
Palace Hotel in central Nicosia. At one time it had been a highly 
rated luxurious hotel, but by the time we arrived it had 
deteriorated considerably. There were bullet holes evident on 
the building façade, resulting from the 1974 aggression from 
the Turkish forces, and the rooms, while comfortable, were far 
from ostentatious. We were warned against opening the hotel 
room windows and taking photos in the direction of the 
Turkish forces as this could be considered a violation and 
potentially lead to a diplomatic incident. 

During our first evening meal, we learned the 2nd Battalion had 
been extremely busy since their arrival the previous month, 
particularly the CO and the Deputy Commanding Officer (DCO). 
An important duty for both individuals was to socialize with 
both the Turks and Greeks, although not necessarily at the 

same time, to maintain friendly relations. If it was noticed the 
CO and DCO were spending too much time with one side over 
the other, they would be accused of favouritism, which could 
lead to accusations and offended officials. Therefore, both 
individuals had to spread themselves evenly across both sides.  

The CO had been socializing every night since they had arrived; 
the DCO had been out only 28 of the 30 days. This was in 
addition to their daily military duties and there were few 
opportunities for “time off” unless soldiers were permitted to 
take leave (vacation) during their deployment. 

Day #2: Tour of the Green Line west of Nicosia 
Dennis was a passenger in one white UN Jeep ahead of ours 
and I was in the back seat of the other. As an Army Reservist, I 
wore my uniform, but did not have the light blue beret worn 
by UN peacekeepers.  

Some portions of the tour were through narrow passageways 
and our vehicles had to slow down to navigate. At one point as 
we rounded a corner slowly, to my right there was a Turkish 
soldier who appeared to be bringing his rifle to bear. My first 
thought was “Oh, great. I haven’t even been here one day and 
I’m going to get shot.” However, the soldier was doing a 
“present-arms”, which is basically a salute with a rifle. It took a 
while for my heartbeat to slow down after that. 

 
Green Line, Nicosia, by Julian Nyča, 

CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

As we travelled westward along the Green Line, it was evident 
what the clash between the Greeks and Turks had done to 
most properties. Many houses were shot up and probably no 
longer occupied. Further, they would have been nice homes by 
any world standard. It seemed like such senseless destruction 
and loss.  

One practice of peacekeeping forces is to deploy a component 
along the buffer zone. We visited a platoon (30-35 soldiers +/-) 
location at an abandoned, unoccupied house. The house 
served as a base from which daily patrols were sent and as an 
observation post where soldiers were required to keep watch 
24/7 to ensure there were no violations on either side. A 
violation could be something as simple as either side improving 
a fortification by adding protection. 

The most impressive part was realizing that soldiers manning 
these observation posts were sometimes as young as 18 years. 
It made us appreciate how difficult it must have been at that 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nicosia_Green_Line_2.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/cyprus-green-line.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/image-2.png?ssl=1
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age and the courage it required to man a post like this by 
oneself in complete darkness. 

It was the practice of the 2nd Battalion CO to have dinner, to 
which we were invited that evening, with what he called his 
“war cabinet” on regular occasions. His war cabinet comprised 
the Officers and Senior Non-Commissioned Officers (Snr NCOs) 
of the Battalion. Generally, this meant a restaurant dinner 
somewhere in the city, but outside the headquarters area, so 
the Battalion command team could relax a bit and talk over 
issues and challenges in a less formal environment. 

Day #3: Work-up to a mezze dinner 

For most of this day, we took videos and interviewed some of 
the senior soldiers in the Battalion, including the CO and some 
members who had been on several peacekeeping missions 
previously. We learned that, typically, a peacekeeping tour 
would last about six months until another Canadian Forces unit 
replaced the current unit. 

However, for most deployments there was a “work-up” period 
to inform a unit’s soldiers what they would be facing. The 
work-up could last for two to three months, and a debrief was 
also required after a unit had returned home. This meant a 
peacekeeping tour could be 9 to 10 months when fully 
completed. Further, some soldiers had been on peacekeeping 
tours or other deployments several times because the unit or 
individual rotations arose fairly frequently when a country has 
been involved for that long in one location and in several 
others in smaller contingents. 

That evening we were treated to  
a mezze dinner in a Greek  
restaurant. Mezze means a bite  
or small taste. It includes foods  
such as vegetables, grilled  
seafood, skewered meats, salads 
, individually stuffed grape leaves,  
dips, cheeses, desserts, etc. When the first platter or two 
arrived at the table, Dennis and I thought this might be the 
whole meal for what was a large group. We realized after the 
platters kept coming that each dish was to be just tasted so it 
added up to a complete meal over the course of the dinner. It 
is not unusual for a mezze dinner to have 15 to 20 courses. 

Following dinner, we heard and observed some Greek music 
and dancing. Eventually, after a glass or two of Ouzo, and a few 
“Yiamas” (cheers) toasts we all joined in the all-male dancing 
(tzamiko) to chants of Opa, although there would definitely not 
be any prizes awarded to the Canadian soldiers for the quality 
of their dancing. 

Day #4: The buffer zone in downtown Nicosia 

Part of the duty of the UN peacekeepers was to ensure 
buildings and property located within the buffer zone had not 
been broken into and property damaged. One warehouse we 
visited was full of brand-new 1974 Ford Cortinas, photocopying 
machines, baby carriages and other items that had not been 
touched since the ceasefire was declared seven years earlier. It 
was like everything in that warehouse was a moment frozen in 
time and it seemed such a waste.  

We were told the Greek owner of the warehouse contents had 
been offered the opportunity to empty the contents but 
refused to do so because it would mean having to ask Turk 
officials for permission and, on principle, he did not want to 
humiliate himself. 

Another section on the Green Line in the city was so narrow it 
was difficult to drive a vehicle through it easily. During patrols, 
a soldier would be dropped off at one end to walk through the 
narrow area. If he had not arrived at the other end within a 
specified number of minutes, it was assumed he had 
encountered difficulty. Greeks and Turks would yell insults at 
each other across this small divide frequently and occasionally 
take pot shots at each other. If any fortification improvements 
were made it would be reported the next day by the other side 
and would usually require an investigation. Most times it 
would result in returning the fortification to its original state or 
the “other side” would be allowed to make a comparable 
improvement. 

That evening we were invited to dinner at the British Officers’ 
mess with a Public Relations Officer for the British forces who 
was a member of the Irish Rangers. We spent a pleasant 
evening talking about our experiences and learning about the 
British peacekeeping involvement in Cyprus. 

Day #5: Saint Hilarion Castle and Kyrenia 

 
Saint Hilarion Castle, by Wikiolo, 

CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

As most of our time to that point had been spent on the south 
side of or in the buffer zone, several Battalion officers decided 
to take us to the side occupied by the Turks. Our destination 
was Kyrenia, some 27 km to the north. 

We stopped along the way to visit Saint Hilarion Castle, which 
had been started in the 11th century in the Kyrenian mountain 
range to oversee the passage of people travelling from Nicosia 
to Kyrenia. The “castle” had three levels. Historically, the lower 
level was occupied by the men-at-arms and horses at the time. 
The upper level was occupied by royalty.  

We climbed to the middle level initially and stopped for a 
refreshment break in what was then a small, rustic café. As we 
started to the third level up the uneven stone path, I made the 
mistake of turning around on the steep incline to view Turkey 
across the Aegean sea. I had my first experience with vertigo at 
that point which made me feel like I was going to fall off the 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Saint_Hilarion_Castle_2013.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/image-4.png?ssl=1
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side of the mountain. I had to sit down and grab onto some 
grass beside the path to the upper level. Fortunately, the 
feeling passed momentarily. 

 
Kyrenia Harbour, by : Julian Nyča, 

CC BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons 

Following the climb, when we reached the bottom of the 
mountain to resume our visit to Kyrenia, the Battalion 
Intelligence Officer discovered his notebook had been stolen 
from one of the vehicles. Fortunately, he did not have any 
classified information in it, so while it was not a great concern 
overall, it did teach a valuable lesson. 

With the partitioning of Cyprus, Kyrenia became a tourist 
attraction mostly for the Turkish Cypriots and visitors from 
Turkey. For the Greek Cypriots, the most likely vacation spot 
on the island was in Limassol in the south, which Canadian 
troops usually visited on some of the few days off they had 
during their tour.  

We had a meal and spent some time at the Kyrenia waterfront, 
but it felt more ominous than touristy. There were grey Turkish 
Navy patrol boats in the harbour and there were numerous 
armed Turkish soldiers in the waterfront area. 

Day #6: Winding down 

As this was to be our last day in Cyprus, and we needed to 
pack, we stuck fairly close to “home.” We were toured through 
the supply warehouse which contained clothing, materials, 
vehicle parts and the like for the duration of each unit’s tour. It 
was clarified that whenever a unit rotated over to another 
unit, it often involved changes in the clothing stores. For 
example, infantrymen tend to be slimmer than artillerymen 
because the former are more accustomed to physically moving 
around. This meant the clothing for infantry tended to be 
smaller sizes when an infantry unit was deployed and larger 
when an artillery unit was deployed. 

That evening the Battalion officers held a “toga” party and had 
extended an invitation to nurses in the British contingent to 
join them. It involved much beer and mulled wine drinking as 
well as some competitive games. One game involved two 
individuals sitting on a railroad tie which was stretched across 
two, 45-gallon upright barrels. The individuals, facing each 
other, were supplied with a padded batten stick and 
attempted to knock each other off the log to defend a 

designated maiden’s honour. It was all in good fun and no one 
was seriously injured by the end of the evening. 

Day #7: Homeward bound 
On the day we departed, we were served a substantial 
breakfast and said our goodbyes. We had gotten to know and 
like quite a few of the unit members over the course of that 
week and felt a kinship with them that we could only assume 
was much multiplied for those who served with each other 
every day for their entire tour and beyond. 

Our ground transportation took us back to Larnaca where we 
boarded a CC-130 Hercules to return to Germany and then 
home to Winnipeg the following day. Dennis and I were 
grateful for the entire experience and agreed it was a trip we’d 
never forget. 

Conclusion 
As a reservist, I had some prior academic understanding of 
what UN peacekeeping missions were all about, but those 
seven days in Cyprus really opened my eyes. Over 25,000 
Canadians served in Cyprus over almost three decades 
deployed in 59 groups as part of Operation Snowgoose and the 
United Nations Force in Cyprus (UNFICYP). During that time, 
there were 28 casualties. 

What we witnessed over those seven days was a well-
organized group of soldiers who performed their daily tasks 
cheerfully and without complaint, who sometimes had to put 
their lives on the line to fulfill Canada’s commitment to the 
United Nations. They served away from their home and 
families for six months or more at a time, usually more than 
once in their careers. They made sacrifices which most of us 
are never called upon to make. 

As we left Cyprus there was a feeling of intense pride in the 
Canadian Forces and an appreciation for what they were doing 
as well as the professional manner in which they were doing it. 
Somehow, a simple “thank you for your service” seems 
inadequate, but for most of them it is enough. 

There is a tradition amongst Canadian Forces veterans to wear 
something red on Fridays. The acronym R.E.D. stands for 
“Remember Everyone Deployed” and wearing something red 
acknowledges that Canada still has military folks in various 
parts of the world all the time. If you want to do something to 
respect that tradition and their service, please wear something 
red on Fridays, and, in particular, remember them on 
November 11. 

 
Canadian peacekeepers in armoured vehicle on patrol 
in Cyprus. (Photo: Department of National Defence)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Kyrenia_Harbour_4.JPG
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HG Spring 2022 Luncheon 
by Karen Wall, July 6, 2022  
 
    We have some great photos of the event, thanks to Darcy Finlay (of Finley Photography). And Karen Wall has come through 

again with a nice piece to accompany the pics. But you’ll have to follow the link to rrc-hg.ca/hg-spring-2022-luncheon/ to view 
the entire slideshow. 
 
Editor 

 

To finish out the 2021-2022 year, the Heritage Group (HG) held 
a spring luncheon at the Prairie’s Edge Restaurant in Kildonan 
Park on June 2, 2022.  The 25 attendees were treated to a 
private dining area where we could easily walk around, visit 
and chat with each other, without feeling like we were 
disturbing other restaurant diners. 

In consultation with the HG Social Committee,  
the Prairie’s Edge developed a special menu  
for us with an eclectic variety of entrees, as  
well as options for soup, salad and dessert.   
The service was prompt and efficient, and  
several comments were made about the  
warmth and friendliness of the servers.   

Our Chair, Leslie Walsh, brought greetings from the Executive 
and shared some of the plans for next year’s HG topics, 
speakers and gatherings.   

As well, the HG members in attendance voted in favour of 
giving the Social Committee a financial budget for some of its 
work, particularly door prizes.  Prior to out first gathering in 
September, the Social Committee will meet and develop some 
parameters around what would be a reasonable budget, and 
for what such a budget would be used.  These parameters will 
be presented at the September HG Meeting for approval. 

As usual, we had some prizes—a few  
from the Social Committee—and  
another couple, thanks to Michael  
Joyal and Elena Grinshteyn, from the  
RRC Polytech Development Office.  
However, rather than having a door  
prize draw, Social Committee Chair,  
Karen Wall, felt that people should “ 
earn ” the prizes. Two Trivia Questionnaires were presented to 
the attendees: one about 50s and 60s music, and one about 
Canadian Prime Ministers. These questionnaires garnered lots 
of discussion and friendly banter, but in the end the most 
knowledgeable attendees got the prizes! 

After lots of warm summer goodbyes, the group left the event 
feeling upbeat and rejuvenated about the 2022-2023 version 
of the RRC Polytech Heritage Group, starting in the fall.  

See you in September! 
(a 1966 song by The Happenings)  
 

Lucy In The Sky With Diamonds! 
by Guy Dugas, July 21, 2022(rrc-hg.ca/lucy-in-the-sky-with-diamonds/)

Calling all you children of the 
 60s, especially those who  
loved the Beatles. “Lend me  
your ears and I’ll sing you a  
song” of Sgt Pepper’s Lonely  
Hearts Club Band, the first  
album I ever bought. And this  
has nothing to do with Paul  
turning 80 this year. 

 

 
   btw the album was named after a real Sgt. Pepper, a 

Canadian, but that’s another story.  

Variously hailed as a unique, clever, stunning masterpiece, 
and “the most ambitious and most successful record album 

ever issued”, Sgt. Pepper also holds the distinction of being 
the Beatles album with the most “naughty” songs to have 
been banned by the BBC. The most famous is perhaps Lucy in 
the Sky With Diamonds. John Lennon claimed it was nothing 
more than an innocent song inspired by his son Julian’s 
drawing of a classmate, Lucy. But to the BBC, the “girl with 
kaleidoscope eyes” screamed LSD. Banned! 

Ditto A Day in the Life (“I’d love to turn you on”) and Being 
for the Benefit of Mr. Kite! (“Henry the horse”, two slang 
words for heroin). 

So what caused me to recall these peculiar distant memories 
of Pepper? 

Netflix. 

https://rrc-hg.ca/hg-spring-2022-luncheon/
https://youtu.be/7JQS6H2AXdM
https://rrc-hg.ca/lucy-in-the-sky-with-diamonds/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sgt._Pepper%27s_Lonely_Hearts_Club_Band
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sgt._Pepper%27s_Lonely_Hearts_Club_Band
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/real-sgt-pepper-was-straitlaced-canadian-cop-no-fan-of-the-beatles-1.3439578?cache=%3FcontactForm%3Dtrue%3FclipId%3D104069
https://www.ctvnews.ca/canada/real-sgt-pepper-was-straitlaced-canadian-cop-no-fan-of-the-beatles-1.3439578?cache=%3FcontactForm%3Dtrue%3FclipId%3D104069
https://genius.com/The-beatles-lucy-in-the-sky-with-diamonds-lyrics
https://genius.com/The-beatles-lucy-in-the-sky-with-diamonds-lyrics
https://genius.com/The-beatles-a-day-in-the-life-lyrics
https://genius.com/The-beatles-being-for-the-benefit-of-mr-kite-lyrics
https://genius.com/The-beatles-being-for-the-benefit-of-mr-kite-lyrics
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/table-147314_640.png?ssl=1
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I apologize to those of you who don’t subscribe, but I just 
watched the first two instalments of a fascinating four-part 
Netflix documentary, How to Change Your Mind. In it, 
academy Award-winning filmmaker Alex Gibney and New 
York Times best-selling author Michael Pollan focus on four 
different mind-altering substance: LSD, psilocybin, MDMA, 
and mescaline. This journey to the frontiers of a new 
psychedelic renaissance explores the potential of these 
substances to heal and change minds. 

It certainly changed mine. 

And if you don’t have Netflix, then perhaps consider How to 
Change Your Mind, the book. I’d love to know if either turns 
you on. 

 

A Circle of Life 
by Editor, Auggust 17, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/a-circle-of-life/)

 

If you were at Red River Community College in the mid-1980s, 
you will likely remember our former president, Dr. Gary 
Polonsky. The August 10 to September 9 online edition of 

Senior Scope features a fascinating Polonsky family history 
(go to seniorscope.com/images/pdfs/v21n2_aug10_22.pdf). 

Born in Port Arthur during WW2, Gary was a natural athlete 
who, at one point, was even invited to try out for the 
Saskatchewan Roughriders. The Polonsky’s – A Circle of Life 
(starting on page 4) traces his evolution from medical student 
at the University of Manitoba, to Chair of Math and Science at 
Confederation College in Port Arthur, to VP of Program 
Development at Lakeland College in Lloydminster, to 
President of RRCC and beyond. 

It’s an interesting read chronicling the Polonsky family’s trials, 
perseverance and successes, from a 1921 escape from 
Cossacks in the Ukraine during the Russian Civil War, to Gary’s 
present day passion and love for family.

Sports star of the week: Ray Newman 
by Editor, Auggust 30, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/catch-ray-on-ctv-august-30/)

CTV was out at the Bell IcePlex on the 24th to interview and 
film former RRCC president Ray Newman and buddies during 
“The Dukes” regular Wednesday “Super Summer Hockey” 
skate. In the short video below, Ray is in the #7 Chicago 
jersey, his son Dwayne (a graduate of RRC Business, now 
retired) is in the #9 green Dukes jersey (you’ll have to go to 
the blog to see the Duke’s video teaser). 

The Dukes is a hockey team Ray coached some 40 years ago 
and the current group was formed in 2014. There are 20 
skaters, 2 goalies and a cadre of seven spares They range in 
age from 50ish to Ray’s 89, but he is the only octogenarian. 

Go Ray go! 

The spot aired at 8 am on Tuesday, August 30th on CTV 
Morning Live, and again at 6 PM. For those who are 
interested but missed it, here’s the link to Ray’s interview 
and video. 

 
Ray Newman gets set for the start of a game. 

(Source: Jamie Dowsett/CTV News)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X8LRb4jfZ9g
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_to_Change_Your_Mind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/How_to_Change_Your_Mind
https://rrc-hg.ca/a-circle-of-life/
https://seniorscope.com/images/pdfs/v21n2_aug10_22.pdf
https://rrc-hg.ca/catch-ray-on-ctv-august-30/
https://winnipeg.ctvnews.ca/you-get-old-because-you-stop-playing-winnipeg-senior-continues-to-take-the-ice-as-he-approaches-his-89th-birthday-1.6048560
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My Crypt Lake Adventure 
by Gail Shimonek, September 14, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/my-crypt-lake-adventure/)

First, we tackle Wilcox 

I’ve been travelling a lot this  
past summer and I thought it  
might be fun to share an  
adventure or two every now  
and then. My most recent  
included a road trip to Alberta  
with my friend Barb to meet  
up with my son Scott and  
his girlfriend Bonnie. Our  
intent was to hike the most  
picturesque Wilcox Pass, an  
11.4 km trek with an elevation  
gain of 550 meters. 

August 15th dawned into  
a great day with some  
absolutely beautiful views  
of the Columbia Ice Fields.  
All in all, a perfectly  
doable hike for a novice  
Prairie Flatlander like  
myself. However, Wilcox  
Pass was only to be the  
prequel to our Crypt Lake 
hike in Waterton National  
Park, which Barb and I  
were planning to complete  
within several days. 

Now the real fun begins 

The 18 km Crypt Lake Trail 
boasts an elevation gain of 900 
m and is rated as difficult. 
Access to the trailhead is by 
boat only, outbound at either 
8:30 or 9:30 A.M. and 
returning at 3:30 and 5:30 
P.M. Should you not make the 
5:30 pick-up, Natural Resource 
Officers will be dispatched to 
the mountain for a search and 

 rescue operation —normally involving transportation via 
helicopter. 

This adventure, once committed to, cannot be taken lightly. 
Many of the people on the boat —approximately 50 
enthusiastic hikers —were considerably younger than me. In 
fact, it was established en route that I was indeed the oldest 
adventure seeker aboard that day. The pressure for me to 
perform to my personal best regarding both my physical 
stamina and lung capacity was indeed building; never mind 
the anxiety of facing unknown terrain with uncertain depth 
perception. My friend Barb is a seasoned hiker and was 
committed to the venture from the get go, whereas I 
convinced myself that I could always turn back should the 
going become too treacherous for my skill level. My son, 

Scott, a seasoned mountain climber and hiker, did contact me 
the evening prior to express some reservations. But he also 
gave me some hints and heads-up about this particular trail, 
should I decide to attempt the 18 km trek. 

Flying without a net 

As I mentioned, Crypt Lake is  
assessed as a difficult hike,  
and is well known amongst  
Alberta hiking enthusiasts.  
The mountain scenery is truly  
jaw dropping, with the entire  
hike challenging almost from  
the very beginning. There are  
steep rock scrambles to  
navigate, and narrow  
exposed paths and ledges  
with sheer drop-offs ranging  
anywhere from 200 to 600  
metres and beyond. At one  
point you reach a steel ladder  
 that is bolted onto the side of the mountain —which you 
climb with a significant drop behind. At others, you  

must negotiate a 65 foot long 
tunnel through the mountain, 
file through a very narrow path, 
scramble to a rock ledge with 
sheer drop off and, last but not 
least, hustle across a significant 
cliff with the aid of a steel cable 
that is bolted into the face of 
the rock wall. You pick your way 
across this wall finding 
footholds among small 
outcroppings of rocks, using the 
cable as a guide to prevent  

almost certain severe injury or death should you slip. At no 
time are you tethered to any safety device. You are on your 
own, traversing a difficult mountain with awesome views and 
extreme terrain. 

Thrill of a lifetime 

This experience, for me, was way beyond my skill level, my 
comfort zone and my pay grade. Scott did try to give me the 
honest goods on this hike, but I’ve always been much too 
determined and stubborn for my own good. I pushed my 
ability and my comfort zone to the maximum and truly had a 
once in a lifetime experience. I may never do this hike again, 
but I am owning this one for sure!! 

Few pictures were taken along the hike as it was too extreme 
to take the focus of actual surviving the trek away for the 
purpose of taking pictures. Some of the pictures I’m 
submitting are taken directly from the Crypt Lake Hike 
website, and some are pictures that Barb and I managed to 
take. 

Mount Wilcox, 
from Wilcox Pass 

https://rrc-hg.ca/my-crypt-lake-adventure/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Wilcox_(Alberta)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Wilcox_(Alberta)
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We completed the hike with an hour to spare before the 5:30 
boat and felt so magnificent with ourselves for having 
challenged the mountain. I should add that I surprised the 
younger hikers with my determination and stamina and 
received applause from all for not hesitating and not turning 
back. I can honestly say that I put my trust in Barb’s hiking 
experience and simply followed her lead, refusing to give in to 
any fear of heights or insecurities about mountain rock 
scrambling. 

My next adventure will be my Haida Gwaii experience. 
Another truly awesome trip. 

 

Nutrients and how they get into Lake Winnipeg 
by Leslie Walsh, September 25, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/nutrients-and-how-they-get-into-lake-winnipeg/)

 We were exceedingly pleased to receive as our September 
guest speaker, the distinguished retired professor and 
researcher, Dr. Eva Pip. Throughout her nearly forty years at 
The University of Winnipeg, she served the community as a 
researcher, academic, and advocate for clean water. She was 
twice honoured by the University of Winnipeg with The 
Clarence Atchison Award for Excellence in Community 
Service. 
 
Dr. Pip also happens to be very knowledgeable about plants, 
gardening, trees, home water ponds, safe ways of eliminating 
garden pests, etc. A truly remarkable person, the Heritage 
Group extended her a warm welcome to RRC. 

The most important issues that affect Lake Winnipeg are 
nutrients and  Zebra mussels. Dr. Pip’s presentation focused 
on the first: nutrients, and how they get into Lake Winnipeg.  

Why are we so focussed on Nutrients? 
Because of blue-green algae.  
Algae growth is a normal part  
of a lake’s ecosystem. But  
excessive blue-green blooms  
are toxic and a hazard. High  
levels of nitrogen and phos- 
phorus are responsible for  
increasing algae in Manitoba  
lakes. Some algae get nitrogen  
from the air, but the rest get  
it from the water. All algae  
obtain phosphorus from water.  
90% of Manitoba surface waters  
have phosphorus as the primary  
limiting nutrient. Reducing  
phosphorus and nitrogen levels  
will decrease algae growth. 

Lake Winnipeg algae in  
satellite photo from NASA 

Eutrophication 
The process by which a body of water becomes excessively 
rich in nutrients is called eutrophication. This results in: 

 Increased algae growth 
 Decreased light penetration 
 Decreased macrophytes (plants that grow on the bottom) 

production; therefore, decreased oxygen 
 Increased plant decay 
 Increased sedimentation (sinks to the bottom and builds 

up) 
 Decreased biodiversity (e.g. there were eleven species of 

native fresh water mussels, now that has decreased to 
two.) 

Sources of nitrogen and phosphorus in Manitoba 
 Domestic sewage 
 Agriculture:  crops, livestock 
 Manufacturing industries 
 Logging and land clearing,  

especially on the east side of  
Lake Winnipeg 

 Solid waste: landfills 
 Cottages (there are tens of  

thousands) and recreation 
 Mining (e.g. gold) 
 Deliberate addition to tap  

water 

More than half of the nutrients flowing into Lake Winnipeg 
are from the Red River, one quarter from the Winnipeg River, 
and less from its many other tributaries. 

Sources of Water Pollution 

 Point sources (coming from a specific place, such as the 
effluent from a treatment plant). These are easy to 
identify, monitor and regulate. 

 Non-point sources (coming from broad, diffuse areas, 
such as from many cottages) 

https://rrc-hg.ca/nutrients-and-how-they-get-into-lake-winnipeg/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image-7.png?ssl=1
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These are difficult to identify and control, and expensive 
to clean up. 

Domestic Wastes 

 Human generated wastes 
o dish soaps, cleaners with  

phosphorous and ammonia,  
household products, food  
waste and garburators 

 Urban sewage treatment plants 
o The North End sewage plant, for  

example, contributes 600 kg. of phosphorous per day. 
o When storms hit, raw sewage often goes straight into 

the river. 
 Community sewage Lagoons 

o The Charleswood sewage lagoon does not have 
plants, and when liquid effluent overflows, it is 
released into a ditch and ends up flowing into Lake 
Winnipeg. 

 Septic fields 
o Liquid waste goes into the fields. 
o These are not inspected and there are no regulations 

for them in Manitoba. 
 Detergents in sewage effluent 

o Many detergents don’t have phosphorous, but some 
heavy cleaning products do. 

 “Dirty Little Secret” 
o Phosphorous is deliberately added to municipal water 

supplies in order to mitigate the leaching of lead from 
the water distribution system (orthophosphate) 

Agriculture 

 
Fertilizing with manure 

 Factory Farming 
o Hog barns amidst wetlands produce four times as 

much waste as humans. The untreated raw waste is 
stored in tanks which tend to break , or in pits lined 
with one metre of clay.  In the fall, the stored sewage 
is emptied and sprayed onto fields.   

o There is no such thing as a leak-proof lagoon.  
o Cattle and turkey farms are a problem as well.  

 Illegal manure dumping 
o Manure is taken out of the lagoon and dribbled with a 

truck onto municipal roads. 
 Direct barn drainage to ditches, or runoff into streams 

and ditches (you can smell it) 
o Hog manure in Hazel Creek flowing into Agassiz 

Provincial Forest 
 

o Manure into a wildlife refuge in Fisher Branch. 
Fall/winter manure applications on Brokenhead land 
for crops; the spring melt carries the manure away to 
the Brokenhead River.  

Manufacturing Industries/ Others 

 Spills from slaughtering plants 
 Livestock deaths on farms 

o Carcasses are incinerated  
or buried on the farm,  
illegally dumped in landfills,  
ditches and water. 

o Mass mortalities from  
disease or fire are interred  
in situ (thousands of animals).  They are bulldozed 
right there. 

 Landfills 
o Carcasses, pet waste, garden and yard clippings, 

kitchen waste, hospital waste, chemical containers, 
degradation of products of synthetic solids.  

 Cemeteries 
o When located on the banks of streams and rivers, 

they are subject to erosion, landslides and flooding. 
 Logging/Pulping 

o Increase erosion and nutrient leaching into lakes and 
streams (east side of Lake Winnipeg) 

o Pulp mills contain concentrated organic matter rich in 
nitrogen and phosphorous. 

 Forest Fires 
o Ash is rich in soluble nitrogen and phosphorous 

compounds. 
 Mining 

o Cyanide used in gold extraction is rich in nitrogen. 
 Smelting 

o Wind carries the pollutants (e.g. in Thompson) 
 Hydro Electric Dams 

o The increased time water stays stagnant results in 
nutrients persisting longer instead of being flushed 
through the system. 

o There is nutrient pooling at the north end of the lake. 
 Flooding and runoff 

o All barn lagoons,  
manure storage and  
crop lands are  
affected. 

o 1997 flood resulted  
in increased levels of  
nitrogen and  
phosphorrous. 

o Carcasses, stubble burns, chemical fertilizers are 
extremely soluble in water and a big rain will wash 
them out. 

o Chemicals rush off fields and into the lake during 
spring melts. No one is concerned about farmers who 
fertilize after a crop is off. 

o A picture was shown of cropland runoff that caused 
blue-green algae in adjacent ditches in October. 
Nothing should be growing at that time. 

 Cottages and Recreation 
o A cottage owner at Grindstone Point shot out their 

holding tank so it would drain into the soil as it was 
too expensive to have it removed. 

https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/water-pollution-5900275_640.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image-1.png?ssl=1
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o A picture was shown of a cottage owner at Victoria 
Beach shampooing a dog in the lake 20 metres from 
the intake for drinking water. 

 Municipal drainage practices 
o More drainage is going into bigger culverts. 

 Agricultural chemical storage facilities 

Effects of Algae 

 Blue-green Algae 
o Shading: nothing grows  

underneath 
o Oxygen depletion 
o Destabilization and death  

of aquatic communities 
o Production of toxins which  

affect humans: neurological, hepatic, 
lipopolysaccharide toxins. 

 Cyanobacteria 
o 50 – 70% produce toxins. 
o They are able to move around and are typical of water 

that is eutrophic 
 Microcystins 

o These toxins are lethal to humans and animals. 
o They cause circulatory collapse and pooling of blood 

in the liver. 
o Symptoms are fever, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting and 

liver hemorrhaging. 
o There is no antidote. 

 BMAA 
o Linked to neurodegenerative disease (Parkinsons) 

When Blooms Wash up on the Shore 

 Decrease ingestion, contact or inhalation 
 Do not swim 
 NEVER handle 
 Keep kids and pets away 
 Don’t be downwind, once you smell it  

you are exposed 
  Wash hands 
 Never apply copper sulphate 
 Toxins can persist after you can’t see  

the blooms. 

What can we do today? 

 Avoid products containing  
phosphorous (buy phosphate- 
free detergents). 

 Forgo the cottage: two  
environmental footprints with  
a cottage and a house. 

 Shift time: fertilizer and manure. 
 Increase monitoring and  

enforcement—our wetlands  
are being destroyed. 

 Push for more legislation. 
o We know who the major  

offenders are. Yet governments don’t do anything, 
despite saying they recognize the issue. 

o Our bureaucrats may produce nice reports, but the 
targets they set are not enforced

These notes are but a sample of Dr. Pip’s talk. She was amazing! I am certainly going to start checking labels after hearing her. 
We were truly privileged to have her speak at our September gathering. Thank you Dr. Pip! 

Hope to see you all at our next meeting! 

Leslie.

Gina hits the road again 
by Gina Fidel, October 10, 2022 (rrc-hg.ca/nutrients-and-how-they-get-into-lake-winnipeg/)
 

    Gina Fidel began teaching English as a Second Language 
(ESL) at Fort Osborne Barracks in 1969. Soon moving to 
RRCC, she worked at various centres: Miles Macdonell, St. 
Marie Centre, the trailers at Brookland School, Luxton 
School, Britannia School, the Massey Building on William 
Ave and the Via Train Station. Gina retired January 31st 
2005, after 35 years of loyal service. 
 
Gina’s husband, Rev. Rudy Fidel, organizes trips to Israel, 
which they both host. Pastor Rudy—minister for many long 
years at Faith Temple—has gone 23 times, and Gina 20. 
 
When not travelling to Israel, Gina fills her days visiting 
their grandchildren (two in Niverville, three in Carstairs, 
Alberta), enjoying their condo in Boca Raton, Florida, and 
golfing. Both their children, John and Jennifer Ordonez, 
went through the RRC system: John in electrical, Jennifer in 
nursing.  

 

 
Gina and Rev. Rudy Fidel 

  

https://rrc-hg.ca/nutrients-and-how-they-get-into-lake-winnipeg/
https://cfoic.com/meet-christian-zionists/pastor-rudy-fidel/
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image-5.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image-6.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/image-4.png?ssl=1
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An invitation to Emunah 

This past trip to Israel (September 8th to 19th 2022) Rudy and 
I were invited to visit Emunah, one of Israel’s leading social 
agencies. Emunah has been a safe haven and loving home for 
hundreds of thousands of Israel’s most abused, vulnerable 
and at risk children, women and families. 

    The Hebrew word EMUNAH means faithfulness, honouring 
your commitments, doing what you said you would do and 
acting in such a way as to inspire trust. 

    Rabbi Jonathan Sacks {served as chief rabbi of the 
United Hebrew Congregation of the 
Commonwealth} 

Our group of six spent the first two days of the trip relaxing 
and taking in the beauty of Tel Aviv’s beaches.  

The many Emunah initiatives 

The first day of our five-day Emunah tour included meeting 
the leadership of World Emunah, Rabbi Jonatan and 
Rebbetzin Inna Markovitch of Kyiv Ukraine. Our church has 
supported their work since 2014. Rabbi Jonatan is the Chief 
Rabbi of Kyiv, where they operate a school for the 
underprivileged and most vulnerable, feed Holocaust 
survivors, and feed and house refugees who have fled the war 
in eastern Ukraine. 

(left to right) 
Ruth Guggenheim of World 

Emunah,Gina Fidel, Rebbetzin 
Inna Markovitch & husband 
Rabbi Jonatan Markovitch, 

Chief Rabbi of Kyiv, 
 Rev. Rudy Fidel 

 

Emunah’s work began in 1925, and continues to have 
tremendous community impact: 
 8,000 children in 125 Daycare Centres 
 1,000 children in Residential Homes 
 1,200 Families receiving care at 11 Crisis Centres 
 1,100 students in 4 High Schools 
 550 Students in Emunah College 
 Programs & Services for the Elderly & Holocaust Survivors 

Next, we toured the Emunah Neve 
Sarah Herzog High School, whose 
STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Mathematics) program 
we have supported for many years. 
There, we were honoured with a 
plaque for our financial support. 

Then on to Emunah Achuzat Sarah’s Children Home, a 
therapeutic residential home to more than 100 at-risk 
children aged 8 to 18. We visited with a family that takes care 
of twelve girls, aged eight to twelve. The girls live three to a 
room, and are taught jewellery making (necklaces and 
bracelets made with beads of their choice). Meeting the girls 
was a highlight. The girls only spoke Hebrew, but were so 
willing to help us. A retired social worker works with the girls, 
and there is a gift shop where their jewellery is sold. 

 
Retired social worker at Emunah Achuzat Sarah home 

At the Emunah Sarah Herzog Children’s Home, in Afula, we 
did woodworking with the children in their carpentry shop. I 
made a flower pot using power drills—a great experience 

Touring the Emunah Neve Landry Children’s Village, we 
made challah (a special bread, usually braided) with the boys 
and their counselors. The boys were very creative with their 
challah. One made a cat—very original. We also had a chance 
to ask the boys interesting questions to get to know each 
other. It proved a fascinating interaction. 

We also journeyed to see the work that Emunah was doing in 
Ashdod, Sderot and Hebron, before our tour ended on 
September 15th. 

Four of us then stayed on until September 19th to tour 
Jerusalem, the North, Galilee and the Dead Sea. One of our 
highlights was having our 19-year-old granddaughter Carmen 
taking part of this magnificent tour. 

We’ve just unpacked and will be repacking for a ten-day road 
trip to London Ontario for a family wedding: two days in 
Niagara Falls, two days in New York to visit our dear friends 
and Holocaust survivors Harry & Judith Goldstein. They were 
our neighbours in Boca Raton, Florida. Harry just celebrated 
his 99th birthday and wants to see us. 

“When will I see you again?” he asked. 

It is so good that we’ll be on the road again. 

Our motto : Next year in Jerusalem. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                  Gina & Judith / Rudy & Harry 

https://www.emunahcanada.org/whoweare
https://www.chabad.org/library/article_cdo/aid/1398519/jewish/Emunah.htm
https://www.worldemunah.org/
https://www.worldemunah.org/neve-sarah-herzog-high-school-graduation-class-of-2021/
https://www.worldemunah.org/neve-sarah-herzog-high-school-graduation-class-of-2021/
https://www.achuzatsara.org.il/en/
https://www.jewishphilanthropyct.org/online-store/Emunah-Sarah-Herzog-Childrens-Center-Afula-c30518188
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Challah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ashdod
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sderot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hebron
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/DSC_0741-1.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Harry-Judith-Goldstein.png?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/DSC_0717-1.jpg?ssl=1
https://i0.wp.com/rrc-hg.ca/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/DSC_0734-1.jpg?ssl=1
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Passages 
Marianne Zazulak 

Marianne Zazulak (nee Kostiuk) passed 
on Friday August 12, 2022, at Holy  
Family Home. Marianne worked at RRC 
as a facilitator, coach and coordinator of 
work experience. 

(link to Winnipeg Free Press obituary) 

 

 

Aaron Koodoo 

Aaron, who had been at the College for 
41 years before retiring as the Chair of 
Construction and Trades, passed 
peacefully on July 27, 2022. 

To view the August 18 memorial service 
online, please follow this link: 
youtu.be/_MrRtSIyKTw. 

The obituary may be viewed at,  and 
condolences sent to 
thomsoninthepark.com 

 

Doug Reid 
Allan Douglas ‘Doug’ Reid passed away 
on August 23, 2022, in Creston, BC at 
the age of 83 years. 

In lieu of flowers, friends wishing to 
make a memorial contribution may do 
so to JoeAnna’s House, 321 Royal Ave., 
Kelowna, BC V1Y 0G4, or to Swan Valley 
Lodge, PO Box 3000, Creston, BC V0B 
1G0. To send flowers to the family 
or plant a tree in memory of Allan Reid, 
please visit Tribute Store 

(link to Creston Valley Funeral Services 
obituary) 
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Passages (continued)
Ernest Denis Marion 

Ernest Denis Marion died peacefully on 
September 19, 2022, at the age of 85 years. 
Ernest served as head of security at Red 
River College for a number of years, 
following a 28-year career as a police officer 
in St. Boniface. 

A private family service has taken place. 

Friends may sign a book of condolence 
online at desjardinsfuneralchapel.ca. 

(link to Winnipeg Free Press obituary) 

 

Louis Rodkin 

Louis Rodkin passed on October 2, 2022. 
Louis was the first Department Head of the 
Accounting and Computer Education 
Department at RRCC, in the days before 
board governance and Chairs. He ended his 
long career teaching Business Computing in 
a number of programs in the School of 
Business and Applied Arts. . 

To view the October 6 graveside service 
online, go to 
player2.streamspot.com/?playerId=dfdcad25, 
click on “Stream Spot”, then “Previous 
broadcasts”, and search for “Rodkin”. 

 

Mary Stawychny 

Mary Ellen Stawychny (nee Judge) passed 
away peacefully on October 2, 2022 at 
home. Mary worked as an instructor in the 
ACCESS Nursing Program until her 
retirement in 2016. 

A Celebration of Life was held on October 
26. A private family interment will be held 
at a later date. 

In lieu of flowers please feel free to make a 
donation to the Manitoba Movement 
Centre or Children’s Wish Foundation. 

(link to the Winnipeg Free Press obituary) 
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